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Persistent problems plague new complex
Cold showers, insects and
alarms greet NRC residents
CAMPUS PHOTO • LAURA MADDOCK
Students enter the New Residence Complex after a fire alarm emptied the building Monday
night. Students living in the complex have experienced 11 fire alarms in the past 32 days.
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Basic design flaws appear
to be behind many of the prob-
lems plaguing students who
live in the recently completed
New Residence Complex on
the hilltop.
University of Maine stu-
dents began moving into the
complex this winter.
The newly constructed
complex has had 11 fire
alarms within the past 32
days. The causes of two of the
last three fire alarms have
been cooking related. Of the
eight that went off before the
weekend of Jan. 24-26, four
were malfunctions of the fire
alarms, Orono Fire Chief
Lorin LeCleire said.
The problem is the hoods
over the stoves do not blow to
the outside of the building and
filters the smoke back into the
room, and those factors con-
tribute to the problem,
LeCleire said.
The fire alarms in most of
the NRC suites are located
either directly above or within
a 2-foot radius of the stove
Maine prescription drug program
under review in U.S. Supreme Court
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter
A Maine program, Maine Rx, is
still under deliberation in the United
States Supreme Court this week for
assessment of constitutionality.
The issue was first introduced to
the court on Wednesday, Jan. 22,
and the program has been suspend-
ed pending legal review.
Maine Rx, implemented by the
state Legislature, was intended, to
lower prescription drug costs for
state residents, including those
without insurance coverage. Maine
Rx was considered a revolutionary
program when it was first passed in
2000. Since then it has only faced
challenges, according to a Jan. 20,
Bangor Daily News article.
If deemed constitutional by the
Supreme Court, the program would
grant lower prices on prescription CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASI IY
See DRUGS on page 4 A pharmacist at Cutler Health Center fills a prescription.
and microwave.
The other day I asked the
state office for an opinion and
the first option from them [to
fix the alarms] was to go to the
electric shop and desensitize
the alarms which would adjust
sensitivity so it won t go off
like it readily would,
LeCleire said. The other
option the university could do
is put up a single station
smoke detector, which are
located in all the residence
halls on campus. A single sta-
tion is one that goes off by
itself and does not trip the
whole building alarm. That is
a fallback plan and the disad-
vantage is if there is a fire, the
building alarm will not trip.
Brian Emmons, a second
year construction technology
major who recently moved
into NRC, also attributes the
frequent alarms to a design
flaw.
New buildings are going
to haVe problems without a
doubt, but I think the design
with the fire alarm right above
the kitchen, I don t know if I
See NRC on page 5
Gulf conflict heats
up, local soldiers
mobilize for war
By Cate Tiller
Staff Reporter
Seven Marines left the University of Maine this
semester when the Alpha Company of the 1st Battalion
Marines, based in Topsham, was deployed. They were
notified Jan 12 that they had been activated.
The Marines arrived at Camp Legeune, N.C. 12
days after their initial notification, according to Gunnery
Sgt. Jeff Harren of the Topsham Reserve unit.
Its unknown what they re going to be tasked with,
Harren said. They ve received the one-year order and
could be called to serve an additional year.
As of Jan. 29, it is estimated that 156,000 Americans
have been ordered to deploy or have been alerted,
according to GlobalSecurity.org. President Bush was
clear in his State of the Union speech, It Saddam
Hussein does not fully disarm we will lead a coali-
tion to disarm him.
Here in Maine, only the Marines have been called to
active duty.
According to Maj. Peter Rogers, the director of
Public Affairs for the Maine National Guard, the regu-
See IRAQ on page 3
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Bush defends stance on Iraq
in State of the Union Address
WASHINGTON, D.C.
President Bush, seeking to rally
Americans standing on shaky
economic ground and the brink
of war, called on the nation
Tuesday night to confront the
outlaw regime of Iraq or risk
a day of horror like none we
have ever known.
He said Saddam Hussein
might possess enough chemical
and biological material to kill
millions of people, and was all
too capable of using it.
The dictator of Iraq is not
disarming, Bush said during
his State of the Union address.
To the contrary, he is deceiv-
ing.
Although he didn t mention
Iraq until deep into his 60-
minute speech, the president
devoted nearly the entire sec-
ond half to a stark assessment
of the risk he believes Hussein
poses.
He said Iraq could not
account for 6,600 gallons .of
anthrax, more than 10,000 gal-
lons of botulinum toxin and as
much as 500 tons of chemical
agents, enough to commit
unthinkable mass murder.
Before Sept. 11, 2001,
many in the world believed that
Saddam Hussein could be con-
tained, Bush said. But chem-
ical agents and lethal viruses
and shadowy terrorist networks
are not easily contained.
Imagine those 19 hijackers
with other weapons and other
plans, this time armed by
Saddam Hussein. It would
take just one vial, one canis-
ter, .one crate slipped into this
country to bring a day of hor-
ror like none we have ever
known.
Bush also devoted much of
his speech to promoting mas-
sive tax cuts, a prescription
drug benefit program for older
Americans and other relief for
those afflicted by the ailing
economy.
This country has many
challenges, he said. We will
not deny, we will not ignore,
we will not pass along our
problems to other Congresses,
other presidents and other gen-
erations. We will confront them
with focus and clarity and
courage.
Freemoney.com
CHICAGO The money,
imngorid
: thail,"$67 million, is just
clai 
throughout the nation are learn-
sitting there, waiting to be
Hard to believe, as states
As the clock ticks toward a
March 3 dead (a file
claim, states are p
terms of a 4-month-o
action lawsuit settlement
the music industry. It enables
people who feel they have been
ripped off when they bought a
compact disc recording to
receive as much as $20 no
strings attached.
No receipt is required. If a
person bought a CD between
Jan. 1, 1995, and Dec. 22,
2000, he can get money. It s
that easy, which is part of the
problem.
The prospect of having
money so easily claimed just
appeared to be too good to be
true, said Chris Jarvis, a
spokesman for Washington
Attorney General Christine
Gregoire.
Gregoire is. one of several
state attorneys general spread-
ing the word about the cash set-
tlement through advertising,
radio talk shows and e-mails.
The giveaway is a national
test of what people will, and
will not, do to try to collect as
much as 20 bucks in their slice
of the settlement pie.
think enormous amounts
of money go unclaimed, said
Martin Redish, a professor at
Northwestern University Law
School. Sometimes you have
class actions of hundreds of
thousands of dollars for each
claimant. But when you start
getting under a few hundred
dollars, people feel there s no
money in it.
So far, about 900,000 people
York.
Consumers can apply for a
refund over the Internet at
www.musiccdsettlement.com or
call (877) 347-4782. The dead-
line for applying is March 3.
WHAT S YOUR
PROBLEM?
LET THE GENERAL STUDENT
SENATE KNOW.
SPEAK AT
GENERAL GOOD AND WELFARE.
ANY MEMBER OF THE GENERAL STUDENT
BODY CAN SPEAK ABOUT ANYTHING FOR
NOT MORE THAN FIVE MINUTES.
MEETINGS ARE TUESDAYS AT 6PM,
100 Neville Hall
Florida College tuition plan in
jeopardy
MIAMI As word spreads
that Florida s wildly popular pre-
paid college tuition program
could be in jeopardy, record num-
bers of families are rushing to
beat the Jan. 31 registration dead-
line. '
More than 44.000 people
called the registration line in
November and December, twice
as many as during the same peri-
od in 2001. In that same time
frame, visits to the program s.
Web site went from fewe
30,000 in 2001 to more
92,000 in 2002.
The Florida Prepaid Co
Plan allows parents or any
else to lock in today s tuition
and pay them over time fo
child who is a Florida rest
The plan is the most popular
kind in the nation by f
800,000 participants outn
the combined enrollment of si.mi
Jar programs in all other states.
Under a proposed budget that
Gov. Jeb Bush.unved week,
each of the I 1 pub versities
would be able to et its own
tuition. 
an of Florida
of directors says
tctability created by the
ng tuition rates would
destroy the 15-year-old program.
It tears us up to think such a
successful program will come to
an end, said Stanley Tate of
Miami, who has headed Florida
Prepaid since its inception in
1988.
The program has been able to
thrive because past tuition
increases were fairly consistent.
And the Legislature made across-
the-board increases that affected
all public colleges and universi-
ties.
But if each school sets prices
independently, Tate said it would
be impossible to predict what a
child today would need to pay in
10 or 15 years. That, in turn,
would make a contract s fair price
hard to set, he said.
Iraq searches for peaceful solu-
tion
BAGHDAD, Iraq A senior
Iraqi official said Tuesday that
Iraq was prepared to do more to
aid U.N. arms experts but provid-
ed few specifics and claimed the
country no longer had weapons of
mass destruction.
We have cooperated fully,
Gen. Amir Rashid said. We are
ready to cooperate more.
Rashid, Iraq s former oil min-
ister, held to a familiar line that
Iraq has been free of any mass
destruction weapons since the end
of 1991 and all the inspections
have proven this fact.
He also accused the U.S. and
Britain of interfering with the
inspection process. He claimed
reports from the White House,
CIA and British governments
alleging that Iraq continued to
harbor banned weapons were
proven totally false.
Rashid provided Iraq s most
comprehensive public response to
Monday s report to the U.N.
Security Council by weapons
chiefs Hans Blix and Mohamed
El Baradei. Blix told the Security
Council that Iraq appears not to
have accepted U.N. resolutions
regarding its disarmament.
While laced with criticisms,
Rashid s low-key presentation
and moderate language were in
striking contrast to more recent
belligerent statements from Iraqi
officials and seemed to suggest
that the country was trying to
stake a more moderate position.
Rashid said there was no pro-
portionate presentation of the
facts in the U.N. reports, adding
that some issues had been ampli-
fied and magnified to what are
called problems that create a
negative point of view.
NATO forces ambushed in
Afghanistan
BAGRAM AIR BASE,
Afghanistan U.S. and coalition
forces searched caves Wednesday
in a mountainous region of south-
eastern Afghanistan for survivors
of a rebel force after a surprise
battle the day before.
The renewed fighting suggest-
ed that groups opposed to the
American-backed Afghan gov-
ernment were far from defeated
after an almost yearlong lull in
heavy fighting.
Coalition forces detained two
men and destroyed six caches of
weapons near the southern city of
Spinboldak, where the fighting
occurred Tuesday, said American
military spokesman Roger King.
No coalition casualties were
reported, but at least 18 fighters
believed to be aligned with rebel
leader Gulbuddin Heida/11Sr
were killed in the largestenemy
force that coalition troops had
encountered since last March.
An original estimate of 80
rebel fighters was being reviewed,
King said, because more were sus-
pected of hiding in caves.
About 400 coalition soldiers
searched 30 caves in the area for
rebel fighters and weapons dumps
late Tuesday. Almost 200 caves
must be searched before the oper-
ation is complete.
King also reported that a
weapons cache was found
Wednesday near the village of
Qalat, north of Kandahar. U.S.
special forces also detained two
men who were suspected of mak-
ing bombs in the eastern city of
Jalalabad, a former al-Qaida
stronghold.
Compiled from Knight Ridder
Tribune News Service.
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"Cooper situation?"
Devon Medeiros
Sophomore
Theatre
Do you think the Stephen Cooper situation was handled properly?
"It's really sad that
they put the season
before the law."
Starsha Schiller
Freshman
Theatre
"[They should have]
kicked him off the
team as soon as they
found out."
Duncan Chesley
Junior
History
"I would have dealt
with the situation
then and there."
Marybeth Flanders
Senior
Equine business
management
"[They] should not
have allowed him to
play the rest of the
season. It should
have been handled
more efficiently."
Aaron Sines
Senior
Philosophy
IRAQ from page 1
1 ar rotations of the Air Traffic
Control Unit have been sent to
Bosnia, but, we haven t had any
mobilization orders, he added.
The Army ROTC on campus
has about 35 recent graduates of
whom are 23 on active duty Lt.
Colonel Charles Forshee said. The
ROTC cadets will finish their train-
ing and graduate before they are
commissioned, according to
Forshee, unless Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld orders a
full mobilization, which hasn t hap-
pened since World War IL
Jan Williams, assistant director
of Student Records, is unable to
release the names of the students
who left. There were two sopho-
mores, three juniors and two sen-
iors.
It s almost certain there were
other students in this situation that
we don t know about, said Joe
Carr, UMaine spokesman. Student
Records only knows if a student
was receiving veterans benefits for
their service in the National Guard
or Reserves prior to canceling their
registration.
Depending on when in the
semester students are called to duty
they have three options: They can
completely withdraw with no penal-
ty towards their gale point average
and a full refund; receive full credit
at the grade earned so far if the
semester is 75 percent complete or
more (at the discretion of the profes-
sor); or receive an incomplete with
one full year frcim the end of the
semester to make up the work.
Keith Turner, a junior political
science major and member of the
Navy ROTC, has mixed feelings
about remaining on campus for
now. One of his fellow ROTC
cadets was also a member of the
Marine Core Reserves and left with
AC01/25.
I would love to be out there
serving but I know that I cant be.
We just haven t been trained, he
said.
PHOTO COURTESEY OF KNIGHT RIDDER TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE
A Marine at training exercises in South Carolina. Over 100,000 troops have been mobilized
for a possible conflict in the Gulf.
'Got Consent?' posters set
to raise campus awareness
By Ken Fortier
For The Maine Campus
A series of posters aimed at edu-
cating the University of Maine stu-
dent body in matters of sexual con-
sent were posted around campus
this week.
What part of no don t you
understand? read the recent poster
campaign spearheaded by the Safe
Campus Project and the Peer
Educator Program. Together, they
formed the Got Consent? cam-
paign.
Summer Sunderland of the Safe
Campus Project researched and
found information about a success-
ful Got Consent? program at the
University of New Hampshire last
semester. Soon afterwards she
contacted the UMaine Peer
Educator Program in hopes of find-
ing help, and the Safe Campus
Project for financial support, in
We wanted to get
the message out
there that without
getting a distinc-
tive 'yes,' that sex
is illegal, that's
wrong, that's rape
bringing the campaign to UMaine.
Angela Fiandaca and Sara
Schewitz, members of the Peer
Educator Program. agreed to heln
lay the groundwork to make the
poster campaign possible.
Fiandaca and Schewitz spent
many hours in preparation and
research for the desired poster.
[Sara and I] went around cam-
pus in the fall about four or five
times, Fiandaca said. Several stu-
dents were interviewed in the vicin-
ity of Memorial Union for their per-
sonal views about what sexual con-
sent means to them. We wanted to
get the message out there that with-
out getting a distinctive yes, that
sex is illegal, that s wrong, that s
rape, Fiandaca said.
Three questions also were
asked during each short interview:
What does sexual consent mean
to you?, How have you or your
See CONSENT on page 5
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By Cate Tiller
Staff Reporter
Two minors were caught
drinking alcohol from
unmarked containers just after
midnight Jan. 24.
Public Safety received an
anonymous complaint about
underage drinking on the third
floor of Penobscot Hall at
12:28 a.m. An officer arrived to
find a large group making noise
in the hallway.
One student, carrying a plas-
tic container, saw the officer
and quickly started to walk
away. He refused to stop when
asked to and disappeared into
the men s bathroom, only to
emerge a few minutes later
without the container.
Checking the bathroom, the
officer found the container with
the alcohol still inside.
After questioning another
young man about the large
Coke bottle he was carrying,
the officer found that it con-
tained alcohol as well. As a
result, Christopher Cox, 19,
and Ben Janaitis, 18, both of
UMaine
Public
Safety
Orono, were summonsed for
possession of alcohol by a
minor.
V A call put out by Orono
police led to a summons on
Long Road near Gannet Hall at
about 2:30 a.m. Jan. 21.
An officer on patrol saw a
man carrying a 2-liter bottle of
Coke who matched the descrip-
tion of someone Orono police
were looking for. As the officer
slowed down, the man ran off.
When the officer caught
him, the bottle had disappeared
but the man smelled strongly of
rum. He explained that he had
dropped the bottle because it
was cold and when asked if it
had contained alcohol he said,
Not really.
The officer saw a large bulge
at the man s side and, unsure of
his intentions, patted him
down. It was a pouch, which
the officer made him open,
revealing a glass bong. They
retrieved the Coke bottle and
the man admitted that it con-
tained Captain Morgan s Rum.
As a result, Anthony
McPherson, 19, of Orono,
dumped out the remaining con-
tents and was summonsed for
possession of drug parapherna-
lia.
An expired inspection
sticker led to an arrest on
Rangely Road Monday, Jan. 20.
Alexander Lessard, 21, of
Orono tried to pass off his sus-
pended license as legitimate
when the officer pulled him
over at 4:14 p.m. After running
the license, the officer discov-
ered it had been suspended
because Lessard didn t have
insurance. Lessard was charged
with operation after suspension
and displaying a suspended
license.
He was arrested and taken to
Penobscot County Jail.
Fernando Mann was
charged with operating under
suspension Friday, Jan, 24. He
was pulled over for having a
burned out plate light.
When the officer ran his
license it came up as suspended
for failure to pay a fine.
GSS Notes
The following events took place
at the Jan. 28 meeting of the
General Student Senate:
GSS allocated $10,000 to
Lets Volunteer Alternative Spring
Break to help pay for travel and
accommodation expenses for the
upcoming volunteer program.
About 60 people will perform vol-
unteer work at six different loca-
tions including Nashville, ' Tenn.
and New Orleans, La. during spring
break. ASB has raised more than
half of the total cost of the trip
through various fundraising proj-
ects.
Student Entertainment
received $5,383 from unallocated
funds to cover the extra costs of
bringing Sheryl Crow to perform at
the University of Maine this
semester. Student Entertainment
plans to spend the remaining
$69,617 of their budget on the con-
cert.
Wilde Stein received $5,100
for Pride Week. The funding will be
used for speakers for the week s
events.
The Student Women s
Association received $5,500 for
their 7th annual Beautiful Project.
The money will be used for a
Melissa Ferrick concert on April
19.
GSS allocated $1,300 to
Maine Masque for the
ACTFs/Irene Ryan scholarship
competition.
The Student Portfolio
Investment Fund of the UMaine
Foundation received $1,000 for a
three-day competition of student-run
investment funds. The symposium in
Dayton, Ohio will include keynote
presentations and workshops.
The Senate passed an act to
create a yearbook director position
within Student Entertainment. The
yearbook director will be in charge
of researching the feasibility of cre-
ating a University of Maine year-
book and must present a report at
the Senate meeting on May 22.
Kathleen Trinward was
sworn in as a new senator for the
College of Engineering. Sen. Chris
Hill was approved as the president
pro tempore, Andrew Emerson as
the parliamentarian and Jessica
Fales as the GSS secretary.
The Senate approved the
Forest Products Research Society s
name change and new bylaws.
The General Student Senate
meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
room 100 Neville Hall (location
subject to change).
DRUGS from page 1
drugs for more than 300,000 Maine
residents.
The Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers of America
view the program as unconstitu-
tional based on its alleged attempt
to regulate interstate commerce,
according to the BDN.
You re talking about over
300,000 individuals who can t
afford drugs, State Rep. Jonathan
Thomas said Monday.
I think this is one thing the state
can do to make sure that those peo-
ple who aren t usually able to get
the drugs they need, can, Thomas
added.
The issue has caused an uproar
nationally, as about 30 states have
come out in support of Maine s pre-
scription plan. Conversely, the
Bush administration has argued that
Maine Rx would only be legal if
provided strictly for low-income
residents.
The concept of providing those
who already can afford prescription
costs with discounts has been met
with widespread concern. But,
according to UMaine s Cutler
Health Center secretary, Angela
McCormack, this should be the
least of people s worries.
There are income guidelines
and you do need to make a certain
-amount of money to be qualified
for the program, she said.
Maine Rx was denied by a
Maine federal judge and that deci-
sion was later upheld on appeal.
When the program was forced to a
halt, the state then obtained a
Medicaid waiver for the new
Healthy Maine Prescriptions pro-
gram. This program provided more
than 100,000 Maine residents with
-IC percent discounts for pre-
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASI
Pills being distributed at Cutler Medical Center on campus. If the Supreme Court strikes
down Maine's prescription drug plan, prides on pills like this could skyrocket again.
scription drugs.
A court ruling from Dec. 24,
2002, has since blocked the pro-
gram, according to the BDN.
The Healthy Maine
Prescriptions program was institut-
ed at Cutler for about one year prior
to its discontinuation in December,
according to McCormack.
Under the guidelines of this pro-
gram, single students whose gross
monthly income was under $2,148
were eligible for benefits. Since a
majority of students on this campus
would qualify within that monthly
income bracket, McCormack said it
is unfortunate the program was sus-
pended.
Its extremely valuable for stu-
dents. You re already investing so
much into coming here to the uni-
versity], you certainly don t want to
be spending all of your money on
prescription drugs that you need
when you could get them cheaper,
McCormack said. Each person
could save hundreds of dollars with
this program.
Thomas agreed that the Maine
Rx program is beneficial to Maine
residents.
There are hundreds of thou-
sands of people who have no way
of buying reasonable prescriptions.
Anything we can do to help them
will certainly take n huge chunk of
burden off a large number of citi-
zens in Maine, he said.
Prior to the program s suspen-
sion, about 25 to 30 students bene-
fited from the discounts. Although
the number appears low, it does not
include the possible UMaine stu-
dents who were involved with the
program outside of Cutler,
McCormack said.
The program was not accepted
at Cutler s pharmacy because
Cutler is not licensed to accept
Medicaid and because UMaine has
chosen not to accept third party
insurance providers, according to
Debra Kotredes, Cutler pharmacy
coordinator. This could also signify
why such a small number of
UMaine students used the pro-
gram.
Without the Healthy Maine
Prescriptions program under the
Maine Rx program, more problems
may arise, McCormack said.
It s just going to force more
people onto Medicaid who don t
really need the benefits, they just
need the prescriptions to live, she
said.
According to Thomas, the
United States has some of the high-
est prescription drug costs in the
world, which is becoming too large
of an issue to ignore.
There are things that any gov-
ernment should be doing, obvious-
ly national security and overseeing
economics in a country, but I think
health care needs to be top rank and
I don t think its getting the right
amount of attention it needs, he
said.
Until the Supreme Court makes
a decision on the constitutionality of
Maine Rx, the attention prescription
costs need will he left in jeopardy.
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would have done that myself,
Emmons said.
Water temperature and
other problems have also
plagued the residents of NRC.
It was in the morning
around 9:30 and it was before
school started and the water
was just cold, Eileen Wacthl,
a first-year art major, said.
Third-year microbiology
major Nicholas Stasulis said
he found ants in his suite and
that his windows were sur-
rounded by ice.
We have some ants crawl-
ing around the bathroom, and I
think I saw a spot where they
might be coming from,
Stasulis said. There s lots of
ice that has been building up
on the windows, and I. think
the hot water problem is some-
thing that is common.
The window frames are
constructed of stainless steel.
The likely cause of the ice
buildup is the mixture of
freezing air around the frames
and an influx of warm air from
the floors, Stasulis said.
"Every one of
those problems
are equally
important and
student comfort
is important and
I do not prioritize
every problem."
The 54,000 square foot res-
idence hall was constructed by
the Granger Northern compa-
CONSENT from page 3
past partners asked for consent in
Past relationships? and How do
you think someone should ask for
consent?
Men also were asked whether
they thought they should ask for
consent.
We got a wide variety of
responses, Fiandaca said.
Although most of them agreed that
they should have consent.
From the 150 responses, six
were placed on the poster. The
poster displayed a title asking Got
Consent? with six students typed
statements backed by their photo, in
protest to what UMaine students
are saying about sexual consent.
The pictures helped make the
idea closer to home, Fiandaca said.
The various responses that were
chosen supported the theme that
UMaine students need to be con-
cerned with sexual consent.
Another poster defined how that
consent must be mutual.
A lot of people weren t really
sure what consent was, Fiandaca
said, but that was what the pro-
ject s main goal, to raise awareness
that sexual assaults happen all the
time.
Once the posters were complet-
ed, Sunderland placed the posters
around the UMaine campus.
[The posters] were placed in
the dorms and other random loca-
tions just before the end of the
break, Fiandaca said.
Our goal was to get one poster
up, Fiandaca said.
The campaign is in hopes of a
continuation of placing another
Got Consent? poster around cam-
pus soon.
Consent isn t just a matter of
not hearing no, Sunderland said.
It s about making sure you have an
enthusiastic, wholehearted yes.
The interviews around campus
were intended to get students think-
ing about consent and what it meant
to them personally.
It s about making sure you
Got Consent, Sunderland said.
It does every body good.
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ny out of Portland in August
of 2001, and has a capacity of
197 students in apartment-
style living.
There are 116 single bed-
rooms and 41 double bed-
rooms. Each apartment has a
full kitchen, living room and
bathroom.
Andrew Matthews, director
of Housing Services, said he is
working to correct the prob-
lems.
Every one of those prob-
lems are equally important
and student comfort is impor-
tant and I do not prioritize
every problem, Matthews
said. I am actually at the
point where I have written in
an update, that will be placed
in a student s mailbox, about
how if one thing does not
work for one person, it doesn t
mean that it does not work in
the whole building.
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Counting the fire alarms at the New Resident's Complex.
Racial diversity on the rise at
traditionally black universities
By Khalil Abdullah
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
MACON, Ga. In the fall of
1968, during the era of black
power and protests, Anna
Holloway arrived on the Fort
Valley State University campus,
one of only three white profes-
sors.
Three decades later, the
Wisconsin native is still there,
teaching English to her still
mostly black students, and
remains a minority among teach-
ers at the 105-year-old black
school.
But in recent years, Holloway,
like many professors at predomi-
nantly black colleges and univer- ,
sities, has begun to notice more
racial diversity among faculty at
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Fort Valley State.
Now, 50 of its 157 professors
are white. At 31 percent, that is
by far the most of any black
school in the state. And while
most professors at the college are
black about 50 percent a
growing number also are enter-
ing the classroom from other
countries.
Fort Valley State is one of
many historically black colleges
and universities, or HBCUs, that
has seen the number of non-
black faculty members increase
on campus in recent years.
Some black students and fac-
ulty see the trend as a possible
threat to the school s tradition
and mission. But others, includ-
ing Holloway, see a natural pro-
gression toward diversity.
I came to this school at a
time when, for the most part, I
was the first white teacher my
students ever had, said
Holloway. It was a good experi-
ence then, and it s a good one
now.
Diversity has become a major
issue among the 34 public col-
leges in Georgia, with all three
black universities Fort Valley
State, Albany State and
Savannah State recruiting
more whites, and the 31 others
seeking more minorities, in both
faculty and student body.
And while the University
System of Georgia has made
gains in diversity, only 15 per-
cent of its 9,063 professors are
minorities. But at its three black
colleges, nearly 30 percent of its
411 faculty members are non-
black, a seven percent increase
See DIVERSITY on page 7
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UMaine professor headed to Bosnia on Fulbright
By Katrina Freedman
For The Maine Campus
Shannon Martin, an assistant
professor of journalism at the
University of Maine, has
received a Fulbright Scholar
Award for teaching and research
at the University of Sarajevo in
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The Fulbright Scholar
Program was founded by the U.S.
Congress in 1946, and focuses on
strengthening U.S. relationships
with other countries. Martin will
spend the next five months teach-
ing and conducting research in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, where
state-controlled media has
recently changed to privately
owned media.
I m planning to do research
on the media coverage of the
war, Martin said.
Her research will range from
conducting interviews with jour-
nalists to monitoring the news in
print and broadcast media. She
also will determine how journal-
ists seek out their sources and
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Shannon Martin
databases, and why they favor
certain methods.
It seems to me that what is
happening in Bosnia-
Herzegovina is people there are
less confident of journalists as
conduits, Martin said. They
are accustomed to the govern-
ment dicta coming through the
state-controlled media. And the
media are not yet confident
enough to challenge the govern-
ment consistently.
This is Martin s second trip to
Bosnia-Herzegovina. During her
trip in 2000, she trained journal-
ists on how to use Internet
sources.
What I did in the summer
was train reporters, Martin said.
I was training them on good use
of the Internet. Not that they did-
n t know how [to use the
Internet], but they weren t fully
trained on western government
sites or search engines like
Google.
This time around, Martin will
be teaching journalists things like
interviewing skills, spreadsheet
software, principles of reporting
and western journalism practice
ethics.
People don t realize that we
are pretty spoiled here, Martin
said. The ease which we gain
resource access has not been a
"The media are
not yet confident
enough to chal-
lenge the govern-
ment consistently."
given there from being under
siege.
According to Martin, the
journalism practices in Bosnia-
Herzegovina are quite different
from those in the United
States.
There is no real sense of
competitiveness among journal-
ists there because before, they
were not in an environment to
compete between media, Martin
said.
Martin said she expects that
she will learn some new things
about journalism while teaching.
Their perspectives are differ-
ent, and I think that might be use-
ful for us, as the media in the
United States is going through
many changes, Martin said.
During her stay in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Martin said she
would also like to further build
professional relationships with
the journalists there, along with
her work to help with the transi-
tion from government-controlled
to privately owned media.
I hope to come back with
some new friendships and schol-
arly relationships, Martin said.
Martin will be leaving for
Bosnia-Herzegovina this month
and returning in mid-June.
University of Virginia pep band may have to face the music
By Ed Miller
The Virginian-Pilot
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
An older, well-dressed man
made his way down the steps at
University Hall recently, intent on
telling the director of the Virginia
pep band what he thought of its
controversial performance at the
Continental Tire Bowl last month.
He stopped in front of a young
man sporting a scruffy goatee, his
hair in a ponytail.
Are you Adam? the man
asked.
Yes, Adam Lorentson said a
bit warily. The third-year student
studying international relations
and neuroscience directs the band
and has caught his share of flak
recently.
I got a lot of threats, he said.
Not this time.
The man was John P. Ackerly
III, director of U.Va. s Board of
Visitors. He smiled, shook
Lorentson s hand and asked,
How you holding up?
Lorentson looked relieved.
Ackerly told him to hang in there.
He said that instead of apologiz-
ing for the bands performance
that lampooned the state of West
Virginia, U.Va. President John T.
Casteen should have sent West
Virginia Gov. Bob Wise a one-
line letter.
Virginia 48, West Virginia
22, Ackerly said. Signed, John
Casteen.
Lorentson laughed and
thanked Ackerly for his support.
These days, the band can use
it.
The band s full name is the
Award-Winning Virginia
Fighting Cavalier Indoor/Outdoor
Precision Marching Pep Band
and Chowder Society Revue,
Unlimited!!!! And it already is a
shadow of its formerly irreverent
self, Lorentson said.
This past season, it was limited
to two halftime football perform-
ances, not counting the Tire Bowl.
The school elected to bring in out-
side bands for the other games.
An athletic department adminis-
trator heavily censors each of the
pep band s scripts.
Lorentson contends the band is
a victim of political correctness
and says the censorship it experi-
,ences runs counter to the princi-
ples of free expression espoused
by U.Va. s founder, Thomas
Jefferson.
University officials say the
issue is sportsmanship, not free
speech. The Atlantic Coast
Conference, of which Virginia is a
member, has made sportsmanship
a front-and-center issue in recent
years.
There may be more than just
sportsmanship concerns driving
the debate over the pep band, as
an editorial in Virginia s student
newspaper suggested this month.
The band was founded in
1974, and in its early years,
seemed a good fit at an academi-
cally strong regional university
that didn t take its football too
seriously. In recent years, Virginia
has worked to make itself one of
those rare universities that can
have both big-time football and a
sparkling academic reputation.
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In the past five years, Virginia
has poured millions into its foot-
ball program. Scott Stadium has
been expanded to 65,000 seats. Al
Groh, a former NFL coach, was
hired for the express purpose of
bringing the Cavaliers a national
championship.
Academically, Virginia is
regarded as one of the nation s top
public universities.
Is a ragtag pep band the image
Virginia wants to present to the
world? Some voices at the student
newspaper, the Cavalier Daily,
don t think so.
With the university
entrenched as one of the nation s
best, it s about time we began to
act like it, one editorial stated.
That s one argument against
the band. Another one heard often
is just as damaging: The bands
just not funny anymore.
The university needs a real
band, the editorial stated. You
know, one with uniforms and a bit
of restraint.
See BAND on page 7
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DIVERSITY from page 5
since 2000.
Black colleges have had a
long history of keeping a more
diverse teaching staff than white
colleges, Bill Harvey of the
American Council on Education
said. I expect those numbers to
reflect that history, although the
issue of black faculty at HBCUs
is far more complex.
Harvey, who works to improve
minority hiring at colleges, said
the move for some blacks away
from HBCUs is expected and, in
many cases, contributes strongly
to black scholarship.
But the trend has many
HBCUs caught in a dilemma:
trying to promote diversity while
retaining their historic character.
The first HBCU was started in
1837, nearly three decades
before the end of slavery.
Richard Humphreys, a
Quaker philanthropist, founded
the Institute for Colored Youth to
train free blacks to become
teachers. By the early 1900s,
dozens of schools were set up by
white philanthropists, free blacks
or churches to educate descen-
dants of former slaves.
Until 1954 and the U.S.
Supreme Court decision in Brown
v. Board of Education, which
ended separate school systems,
HBCUs were the most likely
option for blacks to go to college.
Now, only 23 percent of
blacks who earn a college degree
do so from one of the 105
HBCUs across the country,
according to the National Center
for Education Statistics.
And though the majority of
black professors can be found at
HBCUs, the number is slowly
declining as more blacks leap to
larger, predominantly white
schools, lured by bigger salaries
and deeper resources, forcing
black schools to look elsewhere
to fill vacancies.
There is a bidding war for
black professors, said Steve
Rozman, co-director of the
HBCU Faculty Development
Network based at Tougaloo
College in Mississippi. It means
that many black professors are
now leaving HBCUs. Or in some
cases, not even considering
them.
Rozman, who is white, is the
dean of social sciences at the pre-
dominantly black Tongaloo. He
said a decline in the number of
blacks earning post-graduate
degrees and general disinterest in
the teaching profession also have
shrunken the pool of candidates
for HBCUs to choose from.
But the biggest factor, said
Rozman, may be the influx of
foreigners with advanced
degrees looking for job security
in a sluggish economy. Teaching
at HBCUs has increasingly
become a popular option for
many leaving industry or those
not qualified to teach at other
schools.
It goes beyond diversity or
the lack of blacks, he said. In
some cases, less skilled people
are teaching at HBCUs because
more qualified blacks are not.
And it is the students who suf-
fer.
Some students at Fort Valley
State said the growing presence
of non-black professors on cam-
pus has not affected their learn-
ing. But they said that blacks
should continue to be among the
majority of professors at the uni-
versity.
I was hoping to see more
black professors here, said
Walter Walker, a sophomore
biology major from Indianapolis.
The reason most of us go to
HBCUs is to be around blacks
and have blacks teaching and
mentoring you. If not, then it
changes the whole experience.
Only half of Walker s six
classes are taught by black pro-
fessors, he said, but quickly
added that he does not think hav-
ing white or foreign instructors
takes away from his education.
I will listen to whoever
teaches me, he said. But it
helps to be able to relate to
them.
Courtesy of Knight-Ridder
Tribune News Services.
BAND from page 6
The pep band has never been a
typical marching band, and could-
n t be prouder of that fact.
It was created as a scramble
band, one of a handful in the
country. Most are found in the Ivy
League, where every school but
Cornell has one. Stanford and
Rice also have them.
Scramble bands are the anti-
marching bands. They don t even
march. They don t wear snazzy
uniforms or play big, brassy
songs, either. No drum major or
majorettes accompany them,
although they may be accompa-
nied by someone banging on a
trash can lid, or a pink flamingo.
Serious, regimented, uncre-
ative and dull, is how the
Virginia band s Web site
describes traditional marching
bands.
On the other hand, a scramble
band taking the field looks like a
cross between a riot, a fire drill
and a half-off sale at Macy s,
according to the Princeton
University band s Web site. While
the scrambling is taking place, an
announcer reads from a script that
is intended to be funny.
Funny, of course, is highly
subjective. Some people find the
scramble band humor offensive.
That was the case Dec. 28,
when Virginia faced West
Virginia at the Continental Tire
Bowl in Charlotte, N.C. The pep
band s show, a takeoff on the tel-
evision series The Bachelor,
featured a young man who was
asked to choose between two
women. One was a Virginia stu-
dent. The other, supposedly from
West Virginia, had blue overalls,
pigtails, a talent for square danc-
ing and a dream to move to
Beverly Hills, Calif., just like
The Beverly Hillbillies.
West Virginia fans booed the
performance and chanted for the
band to leave the field. Within
days, Virginia was deluged with
calls and e-mails. West Virginia s
governor demanded an apology
and Casteen provided one.
The incident was in keeping
with pep band tradition. In 1977,
lives you to the grave.
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it poked fun at former Maryland
Gov. Marvin Mandel, who had
been convicted of a felony, by
playing Jailhouse Rock. In
1985, the band outraged West
Virginians with jokes about
indoor plumbing and birth con-
trol. At the 1991 Sugar Bowl, in a
skit titled Elvis Is Still Dead,
band members piled on an Elvis
impersonator. Fans of the
University of Tennessee,
Virginia s opponent, were not
amused.
Still, the Virginia band is tame
compared to some. The Stanford
band once hacked up a stuffed
spotted owl during a halftime
show at the University of Oregon.
At a game at Notre Dame, music
was conducted by a member
wearing a nun s habit and waving
a cross, which got the band barred
from performing there again.
When Notre Dame visited
Stanford six years later, the band
landed in hot water again for sug-
gesting that Irish culture consisted
only of fighting and starving.
The Columbia University
band, which calls itself the
Cleverest Band in the World,
created a stir in September when
an announcer made a joke about
altar boys during halftime of a
game against Fordham, a Jesuit
university.
Not every band seeks to shock.
At Princeton, much of the humor
is political satire, said Pat Miller,
whose term as band president
expired in November.
We do a lot of self-censor-
ing, Miller said. We wont be
offensive just to be offensive.
He said the band submits
scripts to an athletic department
administrator, but few topics are
off-limits.
Really, we re given pretty
free reign, Miller said.
That s not the case at Virginia,
Lorentson said.
As far as I can tell, we are the
most restricted band in the coun-
try, he said.
Among the topics off-limits to
the U.Va. pep band: President
Bush, Ralph Nader, any corporate
sponsor of Virginia athletics, the
Virginia honor system, fan sup-
port of athletic teams and the very
fact that the band is censored.
It s hard to be funny with
such a limited range of topics to
work with, Lorentson said.
A recent Cavalier Daily edito-
rial wasn t the first calling for the
banishment of the pep band. The
newspaper called for the creation
of a marching band two years
ago.
A search of the athletic depart-
ment s archives turned up some
photos of a more traditional band
from the early 1950s, but no one
could say exactly when the group
disbanded or why.
Wood said a group is being
formed to talk about the univer-
sity s music needs and that
everything is on the table,
including formation of a march-
ing band.
Money is the key sticking
point. At Virginia Tech, the
marching band s annual budget is
$114,000. That s a modest figure
for a band of Tech s size, because
the school does not award schol-
arships and has a small staff,
director Dave McKee said.
Start-up costs would be higher.
McKee said that in his 17 years at
Virginia Tech, he s been
approached more than once by
University of Virginia administra-
tors seeking information about
start-up costs.
Franldy, I don t think its ever
gone beyond the exploration
stage, McKee said in an e-mail.
That s unfortunate, because
given the caliber of students on
that campus, they could have a
truly outstanding band within a
few years.
Virginia already has an out-
standing band, Lorentson said,
and it costs the school just $5,000
per year.
We re the most inexpensive
musical group you could possibly
come across, Lorentson said.
And one the university might
decide is too costly to keep.
Courtesy of Knight-Ridder
Tribune News Services.
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MaineRx sets
new standard
News stories about medical
coverage and fair access to
prescription drugs are hard to
miss. Chances are, you've
changed the channel or turned
the page, but the recently
debated MaineRx program is
certainly worth thinking about.
The MaineRx program
makes prescription drugs
much cheaper for people with
low incomes. Most college
students' heads should turn
when they hear the words
"low-income benefits."
Your average college stu-
dent makes just enough money
to get by. When that pesky
cold or influenza virus sneaks
its way into your life, things
get a little more complicated.
However, if prescription drugs
were more affordable, the
overall health of low-income
families and students certainly
would improve.
Unfortunately, the Supreme
Court is questioning the con-
stitutionality of the MaineRx
program halting its benefi-
cial effect for students and
families.
Large drug companies are
worried that MaineRx will cut
into their profits, and even
more worried about the 29
other states and Puerto Rico
that have thrown their support
behind the program. These
states believe it is possible to
implement similar solutions
for low-cost prescription
drugs.
These companies need to
stop looking at their bottom
lines and start looking at the
suffering that will ultimately
occur if the people who need
prescription drugs cannot get
them due to outrageous prices.
MaineRx is a big step in the
right direction for providing
lower cost healthcare, and the
rest of the country is taking
notice; However, this has the
drug companies shaking in
their boots.
It is crucial that these com-
panies realize the quality of
human life should take priority
over profits.
Troubles at home
Solving Maine's education and employment problems
Maine will soon be losing some
more of its brilliant, young minds.
Come May 17, I, along with
many other graduates, will
become another statistic in the star-
tling trend that finds Maine's young
people heading south in search of
more fruitful endeavors.
Can you blame us? The weath-
er is enough to drive people away.
Why deal with all the snow in
Maine when I could be dodging
hurricanes in Florida, wildfires in
the west or earthquakes in
California? The weather, coupled
with the fact that we are complete-
ly isolated from any urban center in
the country, makes me want to
pack up a U-Haul today.
However, I have stuck around
this long without losing a finger to
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frostbite and I have put my faith in
a state education, so the idea of
staying in Maine isn't a horrifying
idea. Some changes need to be
made first though.
In his inauguration address earli-
er this month, our new fearless
leader, Gov. John Baklacci, talked
about forming a committee with
Maine's young people to form a
plan on how to make staying near
home after graduation a more
appealing prospect.
Well can tell him: We are look-
ing for a state that is a little more
profitable. Right now, it seems
nearly impossible to find jobs in
the area. A comparison of the help
wanted pages from Massachusetts,
southern Maine and northern
Maine newspapers is proof enough
of this fact. Add the recent shut-
downs of manufacturing plants
across the state, including the Great
Northern Paper mill in Millinocket
and Hathaway Shirt Co. in
Waterville, and the job hunt seems
almost hopeless for both young
graduates and seasoned profession-
als.
I see no quick fix for this prob-
lem, but I do know that the solu-
tion must start with improving the
See MAINE page 9
Letters to the Editor
Too late for Big A
Recently, the Millinocket region
of Maine has been economically
crushed because of the closing of
the regions largest employer, Great
Northern Paper Company. More
than 1,100 GNP workers are
presently laid off and several other
sources of employment will
become threatened because of the
ensuing overall economic depres-
sion in the area.
The Big A dam project started
in 1983. During this time, Great
Northern Paper Company was very
interested in constructing a dam on
the West Branch of the Penobscot
River near Ripogenus Gorge. This
dam would provide Great Northern
with the low cost hydroelectric
energy necessary to compete with
mills in eastern Canada that already
have abundant, low cost hydroelec-
tric power.
The dam would back up a four-
mile-long lake that would flood out
much of the Ripogenus Gorge. This
man-made lake would destroy
sanctuaries for osprey, deer, moose,
several woodland plants and oppor-
tunities for rafters and kayaks to
tackle the challenging whitewater
See LETTERS page 9
Nothing too
serious
The joys of surgery
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Last spring I had my first near-
death experience. I took a nasty fall
on a set of stairs that left two large
bruises on my thigh and lower
stomach region. To this very day, I
still have a dent in my thigh from
that nearly fateful fall. But it wasn t
the fall that nearly killed me. There
was something far more severe in
store for me something a bit
more internal
To make a long story short, I
picked myself up and kept on going
without really thinking about my
fall. Later in the evening I started
feeling ill. I spent the next 24 hours
curled up in a ball on the floor, con-
vulsing and vomiting. Attractive, I
know.
When my vision grew blurry
and I started hallucinating, my
mother ruled out food poisoning
and rushed me to the hospital.
When I arrived at the emergency
room, I got to take a nice little ride
in a wheelchair. I even got to wear
one of those slinky peek-a-boo
dresses.
To calm me down, a nurse gave
me some morphine, which I repaid
him for later when I threw up on his
uniform. The doctor then took some
X-rays to try and figure out what
was wrong with me. Apparently my
body was being tricky and the doc-
tor couldn t tell much from the X-
rays, so they decided to take a clos-
er look and rushed me off to the
operating room.
Once there, One of the male sur-
geons decided it was time to remove
my undergarments. Let me tell you,
I was having none of this. I swatted
his grubby little hands away.
Whoa, Doc, you re moving a
bit fast for my taste. Don t I at least
get to be wined and dined first? He
didn t try anything after that, at least
not while I was conscious.
Then it was time to prep for sur-
gery. One of the nurses anesthetized
me and I guess I found this to be
See SURGERY page 9
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Maine
education system, particularly in
encouraging more people to seek
higher education. In order for
Maine to attract new businesses
within its borders especially
north of Lewiston the state
must be able to provide a skilled
workforce willing to man their
offices. As of right now, already
two-thirds of Maine s employers
say they have a hard time finding
skilled workers to fill positions.
According to a speech con-
cerning education made by Gov.
Baldacci, the level of attainment
of higher education degrees
remains low in this state only
24 percent have earned their
bachelor s degree, and the Maine
Department of Labor predicts that
15 percent of new jobs are going
to require at least an associate s
degree. It is imperative that we
start training high school gradu-
ates and those wishing to increase
their education in the job skills
they need to succeed and, in turn,
attract new business to the state.
While research and develop-
Surgery
pretty funny. Oooh, I m flying! A
few of the doctors chuckled and one
turned to me and said, If you ever
wanted to try drugs, this is the best
place to start.
Okay, time out. Does anyone
else find something insanely dis-
turbing about the aforementioned
statement? I guess doctors like to
play tricks on you.
When I woke up from the proce-
dure things were a bit hazy. I
noticed I was missing my under-
wear. I asked a nurse if I could have
them back and she assured me they
were safe and sound, tucked under
my pillow. Truthfully, I think I
imagined this. For the next 15 min-
utes or so, I kept fishing around
under my pillow. Needless to say, I
didn t find them.
My underwear weren t the
only thing missing. My surgeon
paid me a visit after the procedure
Letters
found in the Gorge.
Unfortunately, The Big A dam
project was discontinued because of
aggressive advocacy against the
dam coming from the Penobscot
Coalition to Save the West Branch.
This group of left-wing, liberal yup-
pies included the Maine Audubon
Society, the Appalachian Mountain
Club, the Maine group of the Sierra
Club and the Maine Council of
Trout Unlimited. These self-pro-
claimed economic geniuses sug-
gested that whitewater boating and
fishing on the West Branch generat-
ed about $2.6 million per year and
destroying this industry by con-
structing the dam wasn t worth it in
the long run.
It was speculated that without
the "Big A" Great Northern Paper
would lose 1,600 to 1,700 jobs
throughout the state.
The construction of the Big A
dam would have been economically
beneficial to the Great Northern
Paper company, making it a
from page 8
ment remains important in helping
Maine attract new industries like
biotechnology and software com-
panies, it is also important to make
education attainable for all high
school graduates.
Developing a community col-
lege system is a step in that direc-
tion. Maine is the only New
England state without one, which
is surprising considering many
students graduate high school
without encouragement to contin-
ue their education.
Gov. Baldacci has said,
Encouraging and enabling our
young people to access an education
beyond high school is only half the
job of developing a highly skilled
workforce. The other half is keeping
them here in Maine.
I am sure a renewed effort in
meeting the educational needs of
students will lead to both a
stronger economy and a stronger
desire to lay down roots in
Maine.
Jennifer Gundersen is a senior
journalism major
from page 8
to inform me that she had to
remove my appendix. When I
fell, I landed on my appendix
causing it to rupture or something
to that effect.
Here I was, excited to be alive
and thinking I d get to have a
new friend in a jar. This was not
so. I apparently signed my
appendix away in a drug
induced-haze. My doctor
explained that it was the largest
appendix she had ever seen and
she had it sent to another hospital
for research.
I guess the only thing I gained
from this experience was childbirth
practice. My doctor said the
amount of pain I was in was far
worse than being in labor. So, to
my future children, all I have to say
is, bring it.
Erin Morgan is a sophomore
journalism major
from page 8
stronger, more competitive compa-
ny able to fend off the hostile
takeover by the Georgia Pacific
paper company in 1989, which
began the economic hard times for
Great Northern Paper Company.
Environmentalists of the past aren t
solely to blame for the current disas-
ter in the Millinocket area. The
North American Free Trade
Agreement, the only notable thing
Bill Clinton did during his presiden-
cy besides committing a felony
when he lied to a grand jury under
oath, also contributed to the dire
straits in Millinocket. Nevertheless,
I want to recognize the
Environmental Movement in Maine
for its wonderful contributions to
the future of the Millinocket area.
We 11 have lots of osprey, deer,
moose, whitewater, future welfare
recipients, soaring local taxes and
impoverished schools.
Timothy Surrette
Senior secondary education
major.
Affirmative action
Re-evaluating a practice that isn't so color blind
It would seem that the
University of Michigan was hid-
ing a dirty little secret.
According to The Washington
Times, Carl Cohen, a liberal pro-
fessor, opened the floodgates.
Cohen, once head of the
ACLU chapter in Michigan and
currently a professor at the
University of Michigan, filed a
Freedom of Information Act
request from the university and
discovered rampant reverse
racism occurring. Now, the
University of Michigan is being
taken to the Supreme Court..
Thank God. It's time they
finally take responsibility for
the racism they practice.
Cohen looked through the
document that he received. The
most shocking part was the
point system. The University of
Michigan delivers points to their
applicants, which determines
who should get in and who
should not. Sounds innocent
enough.
Well, here is an example of
how the system practices
racism. The student gets 12
points for his SAT score and 20
points for being a non-Asian
minority. What I would like to
know is, what is fair about this?
This means that if a person
applies to this school and they
don't happen to be a Latino or an
BRYNN
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African-American, they are
going to get the shaft.
Apparently the Bush adminis-
tration feels similarly since
Bush himself said the
University of Michigan was act-
ing in an unconstitutional man-
ner and using racial quotas.
Of course, many prominent
liberals in Congress disagree,
including Hillary Clinton and
Ted Kennedy.
"An administration that takes
such a course, whether out of
conviction or political calcula-
tion, is no friend of minorities
and no force for civil rights,"
Sen. Ted Kennedy said.
This is a typical liberal trick
try to make the conservative
look like a racist and shame him
into changing his mind.
However, the Republicans have
nothing to be ashamed of con-
cerning their policies or minori-
ties. Affirmative action does not
help the minority. How does
allowing a minority student
admission into a university
based solely on the color of
their skin seem helpful? The
admissions office is saying it
really doesn't matter what
grades one may have received
•in school, what really matters is
your race. So much for a color-
blind society.
Kennedy goes on to talk
about the core values of a
diverse and democratic socie-
ty. While I doubt Kennedy
would know what morality was
if it slapped him across the
face, the point is that America
is well aware of its "core val-
ues" and does not share in his
take on them.
In a poll done by The
Washington Post, people were
asked whether they thought race
should be an aspect of college
admissions. Ninety-four percent
of whites and 89 percent of
blacks said no. A poll by
Newsweek said that two-thirds
of Americans do not agree with
"racial preferences." I think
these results speak for them-
selves.
Americans are not dumb.
They've seen how silly these
affirmative action programs
are. Perhaps Ted and Hillary
should keep up with Americans
and help give them what they
want, instead of trying to create
problems to appease minority
factions.
Brynn Lary is a senior
English major
Articulation of war
Bush and the State of the Union
War is something few people
want, and those who want it
least are the most certain that it
is coming soon.•
President George W. Bush
gave his State of the Union
address Tuesday evening
spoke on both foreign and
domestic concerns he looks to
focus on in the coming months.
The first-half hour of
President Bush's speech was on
domestic issues, while the sec-
ond was used to expound on his
continued conviction to con-
front Saddam Hussein. He con-
tinued to unroll charges against
the Iraqi leader, this time more
specific, though they still
lacked a clear smoking gun.
There were 75 interruptions
for applause, with 34 being
standing ovations. It s typical, I
guess, but Bush had a definite
grin several times. He felt
encouraged. Sen. Joe Lieberman,
a potential rival for the presiden-
cy next year, offered his contin-
ued support for Bush s Iraqi ini-
tiative.
Other Democrats offered
nothing but the usual rhetoric.
Gov. Gary Locke, the second-
term Washington chief, gave
the official opposition reply,
insisted everything Bush pro-
posed at home was bad and
everything the Democrats
ANTHONY
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prepared is good.
It becomes confusing when
you begin to consider that every
State of the Union address ends
like this. If the incumbent
administration was always
wrong, every State of the Union
address would be an apology for
the last State of the Union
address. What I know is Bush
continued to push his reform
efforts and that doesn t sound so
bad to me.
What does sound bad is that
he is automatically seen as
"wrong" every time. His eco-
nomic stimulus package is crit-
icized as being lopsided and
favoring the top tier of the
money line. It s astonishing
that the rich are so vilified
when those who dislike them
continue to support the form of
economy that supports the con-
tinued pattern of commerce. Ill
admit it doesn t make much
sense to me.
Another thing that astonishes
me is that Bush still has to ration-
alize that this country must keep
a keen eye on Iraq. He ..hasn t
declared war, yet that s exactly
what everyone seems to think. He
wants Saddam to be held account-
able for his actions and weapons.
Those who most enjoy
hawking at Bush point out that
he s only at it for the oil . Were
those people paying attention
when Bush unveiled his hydro-
gen-powered automobile initia-
tive? Probably not. It doesn t fit
their perspective on things.
You want peace and pros-
perity? Fine, so does President
Bush. Instead of trying to work
against him, here s a thought:
Try being productive. I don t
see productive written on
any of the protest signs about
his designs concerning Iraq.
Many challenges, abroad and
at home have arrived in a single
season. In two years, America has
gone from a sense of invulnera-
bility to an awareness of peril
from bitter division in small mat-
ters to calm unity in great causes.
And we go forward with confi-
dence, because this call of history
has come to the right country,
Bush said.
I find myself questioning
how many people realize that,
and how many would rather
fight it rather than realize that
complacency has no place in
this time in history.
Anthony Laplume is a senior
English major
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Bringing a record back home with a kiss
UMaine promotes V-day event
By Erin Morgan lost the title when the town of
For The Maine Campus Sarnia, Ontario broke the record
with a reported 1,588 couples
If you re looking for some- kissing at once.
thing romantic to do on This means we need nearly
Valentine s Day, grab someone 1,600 couples to reclaim our
you love or just someone to record, Sandra L. Caron, pro-
suck face with and head fessor of family relations and
down to the University of Maine human sexuality, said.
Field House. Caron, along with others, is
This may seem like an absurd helping to promote the event.
place to bring a date on V-day, Caron first came up with the
idea for breaking the world
record while on sabbatical in
London during the fall of 1995.
She acquired the necessary doc-
umentation from the Guinness
office and began organizing the
event with the help of students
when she returned to UMaine.
Anyone who is 16 or older
can be officially counted,
Caron said. Those living both
on and off campus are encour-
aged to participate.
The Field House doors open
at 9 p.m., but the actual kissing
won t take place until 10 p.m.
In order for a kiss to be counted,
a couple must kiss on the lips
but in 1996, on this fateful day for 10 seconds. While this may
of roses and romance, 1,420 seem like a relatively long time
people gathered at UMaine s to kiss in a public place, it
Alfond Arena to try and break allows for photographs and
the world record for the most video footage.
couples kissing simultaneously. To ensure the counting is
UMaine broke the standing accurate, there will be two peo-
record and held its title for four ple at each door. One person
years. The record was even will have a hand-held clicker
entered in the Guinness Book of while the other person hands out
World Records. numbered stickers.
On Feb. 11, 2000, UMaine According to Guinness, we
On Feb. 11, 2000,
UMaine lost the
title when the
town of Sarnia,
Ontario broke the
record with a
reported 1,588
couples kissing at
once.
FILE
Unidentified kissers helped set a record on Valentine's Day at the Alfond in 1996. On
February 14, 1996, more than 1,420 couples gathered at the Alfond Arena to enter the
"Guiness Book of World Records" for the largest number of people kissing at one time.
However, on February 11, 2000 a group in Ontario, Canada set the current record of 1,588
couples. This Valentine's Day at 10:00 p.m. in the Field House, the University of Maine will
try to reclaim the record.
need to have three independent
judges from off campus, said
Lauri Sidelko, assistant director
for Campus Activities and
Events. The event is part of this
year s Winter Carnival Week,
which Sidelko coordinates.
The three judges include Ric
Tyler of WLBZ 2, Mike Elliot
from the radio station KISS 94.5
and an affiliate from the Bangor
Daily News. Kiss 94.5 is the
co-sponsor of the event and its
announcer will count down to
the big kiss.
The event will also give the
Alpha Phi Sorority the chance to
raise funds for the American
Heart Association. Not only
will participants be helping to
break a world record, but they 11
also have the chance to help a
good cause. There will be a
booth, hosted by the sorority,
where photos can be taken of
couples for a fee.
According to Caron, the
event s sponsors have received a
case of Dentyne Ice chewing
gum, which the company donat-
PHOTO
ed for distribution prior to the
kiss-off.
The company is very inter-
ested in receiving photos and
video of the event for possible
use in advertising their prod-
uct, Caron said.
Both Caron and Sidelko feel
strongly that UMaine will
regain its once-held title.
We have a lot of motivated
people working to promote this
event and I predict that we will
recapture the record, Sidelko
aid.
Two UMaine alums An 'awakening' on the airwaves
get the "Greenlight"
Two former University of
Maine students have been
named winners of Sundance
Film Festival s Project
Greenlight and will have the
chance to work with actors
Ben Affleck and Matt
Damon.
Project Greenlight,
designed to help aspiring
filmmakers, is a contest com-
posed of two categories: best
screenplay and best director.
As winners of the contest,
directors Kyle Rankin and
Efram Potelle will be awarded
corporate backing from
Miramax and HBO to direct
The Battle. of Shaker
Heights, written by Erica
Beeney of Cleveland, Ohio.
Efram and Potelle will also
have a star-studded cast at
their disposal, with Ben
Affleck and Matt Damon
signed up to star in the film.
There s a lot of pressure
on us, but it s exciting,
Rankin said of the opportuni-
ty. Both Efram and I feel
strongly we wouldn t be here
now if it weren t for the sup-
port we got in Maine.
Potelle and Rankin have
been working together for fif-
teen years and own and oper-
ate Newborn Pictures, an
independent film company
based in Portland.
The two will begin produc-
tion of The Battle of Shaker
Heights in March of this
year, and the film is slated to
be released in theaters nation-
wide this August.
Compiled from Staff
Reports
By Alex Lehning
Staff Reporter
Radio has long been a medium
for ideas and opinions that were
not a part of mainstream media:
Radio operators in Britain during
the 60s ran pirate stations on
ships off the coast, playing the
newest rock music. Their goal
was to offer an alternative to the
network BBC.
This independent mindset has
carried over from music to news,
political and even religious pro-
gramming. Independent broad-
caster James Bean of Waterville
embodies the spirit of these off-
shore rebels in his weekly radio
show, Spiritual Awakenings.
The program focuses on ideas and
concepts in Eastern philosophies
and non-Western religious tradi-
tions.
I am concerned about a radio
monopoly, Bean said.
He likened today s radio pro-
gramming to a book store, where
the selection of religious or spiri-
tual shows is almost a bare shelf.
There are only a few choices,
he said. But Bean sees his pro-
gram as an opportunity for diver-
James Bean
sity.
It s a vehicle for talking about
spiritual matters. I try to present
other ideas.
Spiritual Awakenings has
been on the airwaves for more
than 12 years, broadcast across
the country on the Wisdom Radio
Network and by Radio for Peace
in Costa Rica. The show is also
streamed over the internet, allow-
ing it to reach listeners world-
wide. Each week Bean shares
readings from different texts,
essays, poems or book reviews, as
well as world and spiritual music.
He also conducts interviews with
guests.
Bean said that since his child-
hood he has always been interest-
ed in religion and mysticism,
especially Eastern thought. He
also has a true love for radio.
[The program] reflects my
interests, all combined into one,
he said.
He described his audience as
people who are spiritual and
open-minded. They are people
who are curious about religion
and open to new information,
See AWAKENING on page 13
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Eotateefro...
Otae kreePte4
By Alex Lehning
For The Maine Campus
Singer-songwriters often come in
two different breeds those who
bare their soul on their sleeve and
those who only try to.
While it was easy to recognize
the first Java Jive act ofthe semester
as two talented musicians, they also
seemed to try too hard. The largest
audience in recent months at the
weekly coffeehouse series didn t
seem to mind much, as they warmly
welcomed the acoustic music of
Gregory Douglass and Jeremy
Mendicino.
With a few exceptions, Douglass
and Mendicino fronted an excellent
set Tuesday night. Despite technical
problems and some small lulls, the
duo managed to impress on only the
third night of their tour.
We re from Burlington, Vt.,
we re the Indigo Guys, Douglass
joked before the set. The duo opened
with a cover of Patti Griffin s
Rain, showcasing the extremely
tight and powerful harmonies that
would mark their performance for
the rest of the evening.
While tuning, Douglass offered
observations on his trip north.
Do any of you have frostbite
yet? Its much colder here, but
Maine has the nicest people. They
talk to us at gas stations like we are
family.
The brand new songs Hush and
the uptight Have A Nice Day, about
the frustrations of retail, came next.
After the mellow Never Mind
Me, Douglass put down his guitar
and assumed a Michael Stipe-esque
posture, gesturing to the micro-
phone. Although he managed to
impress with his powerful voice dur-
ing tunes like Hard and
American City, the songs tended
to sound the same and run together.
Some of the blame should be laid on
the vocal mix on the monitors,
which seemed to muffle the lyrics.
When Douglass returned with his
six-sting guitar, however, the set
seemed to get a breath of fresh air.
Til Your Dead was one of the best
songs of the evening, with a tight
and uplifting groove.
Throughout the evening
Douglass handled delays with
.humor.
We do every song in a different
tuning, it takes about eight minutes
between songs, he said.
We don t like to do sing-alongs,
on this one just breathe, only every-
one in here is a good breather, he
said.
Feel You Breathe was an
amazing and heartfelt song, which
Douglass managed to convey with a
wide range of emotions.
A hilarious Radio Medley
came next.
I wrote all these hit songs, I ve
won several Grammys, Douglass
said before launching into short ren-
ditions of radio hits such as Im
Gonna Be (500 Miles), You
Oughtta Know, Linger, What s
Going On and Paradise City. The
extended set closed with the heavy
and powerful Valley.
Despite some slow points, the set
was great overall. Douglass utilized
his emotional yet strong voice and
the talents of Mendicino were evi-
dent in his guitar playing, despite
three broken strings and constant tun-
ing switches, sometimes on the fly.
Douglass released two CDs, both
of which hit No. 1 in Vermont before
his senior year of high school.
Mendicino has been plucking notes
for 13 years.
Douglass described his songvvrit-
ing process as music first.
I hear a refrain, then say the first
words that come to my mind and see
if it works, Douglass said. Words
come last, I mean I put thought into
Java Jive artist writes to
effect 'truth of the matter'
CAMPUS PHOTO • CHRIS SHINAY
Gregory Douglass played to a packed Memorial Union at the Campus Activities Board spon-
sored Java Jive on Tuesday night.
them but what s more important?
The song has to grab you first.
Douglass also mentioned his
audience as all over the map. He
said he writes songs to get to the
truth of the matter, songs that are
political, serious, emotional, or influ-
ence by observation of people. I see
how full of bullshit life can be, he
said, and I m amazed people sur-
vive.
The duos latest album, Teeter,
was recorded and produced entirely
in Mendicino s home studio. The
disc contains lush and full arrange-
ments of many of the songs featured
in the show that would have been
hard to recreate live.
to write for The Maine Campus style
section. All students are welcome to
weekly writers meetings held on
Thursdays at 6 p.m. in The Maine
Campus office in the basement of
Memorial Union. Contact Jason Houle
on FirstClass for more information.
Both expressed their appreciation
for the close-knit music scene in
Burlington, but also realized its
restrictions and limitations.
Burlington used to be great,
Mendicino said. But I always have
hope. Hope that something new
comes along and sweeps us off our
feet.
Correction
In the Monday Jan. 27 edition
of The Maine Campus we report-
ed the name of Student
Entertainment and Campus
Activity Board s new weekly
concret series as Frequency.
The correct name for the series is
The Frequency. In the same
article it was also reported that
the Movin and Groovin series
was run by Student
Entertainment. In fact, the series
was run by CAB and chaired by
Kristin Rand. It was also reported
that Tim Johnston is the director
of The Frequency, but he is
only the director of the Student
Entertainment portion of the
series.
The Maine Campus strives to
have an accurate and informative
paper If you notice that we have
made an error please contact the
appropriate section editor.
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Parliament
Funked Up, The Very Best
of Parliament
Universal
The funk era of the mid-70s
might be a time some of us
would like to forget. But funk
is essential to the music we lis-
ten to now. George Clinton and
Parliament were the ultimate
representation of what funk
was all about.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers
played funk all through the 80s
before hitting the big time in
the early 90s. Their second
album, Freaky Styley, was even
produced by the ringleader of
Parliament, George Clinton
himself. This music had a lot
to do with hip hop becoming a
genre. There would be no
Snoop Dogg or Outkast without
Parliament.
In Funked Up, The Very
Best of Parliament, you can sit
back, blaze one and just chill
out to the beats. Everyone
knows the hit Give Up The
Funk (Tear The Roof Off The
Sucker). It s like Freebird,
you ve heard it and know it
well, whether you like it or not.
The track Do That Stuff is
classic funk, tight drums, the
wah-wah of a guitar, harmoniz-
ing vocals and funky slap bass.
The live version of Let s Take
it to the Stage is a great exam-
ple of how Parliament gets the
party going on every stage,
having the crowd become the
vocal section for part of their
songs.
-Schuyler Dean
t.A.T.0
200 Km/H in the Wrong
Lane
Interscope
t.A.T.0 s debut 200Km/H in
the Wrong Lane is as bad as
their ridiculous name indicates.
You have probably heard their
single All the Things She
Said on the radio you know,
the lyrics are running through
my head, running through my
head.
t.A.T.u. is comprised of two
Russian teenage girls named
Lena Katina and Julia Volkova.
The album is mostly techno-
rock, with the girls squealing,
high-pitched voices layered
over fuzzy guitar riffs and pro-
grammed beats.
Each song on the album
sounds basically the same, but
on 30 Seconds and Stars,
the group tries its hand at
Enigma-like synthesizer and
vocal arrangements but fails
miserably.
Some of the songs are in the
duo s native Russian tongue, so
you can even be annoyed in
another language. The album
also features a Russian version
of All the Things She Said
and don t worry, it s as bad as
the original.
What might be of interest to
many male crappy-techno afi-
cionados is the album s overt
girl-on-girl action. The CD s
jacket features photos of the
two girls embracing in erotic
positions.
The album features lyrics
like They say it s my fault, but
I want her so much, and I
long for you to hold me like
your boyfriend does. The CD
also features the music video
for All the Things She Said,
which mostly shows the duo
making out with each other in
the rain. I m not sure if either
of them are 18 and can legally
be filmed in this manner, so I
didn t watch the entire video.
Honest.
-Nate Head Coffee Boy
Webster
Zwan
Mary Star of the Sea
Reprise
Zwan s christening album,
Mary Star Of The Sea, is noth-
ing short of a masterpiece. The
band is made up of some of the
best leftovers in rock music:
former Smashing Pumpkins
frontman Billy Corgan, former
Skunk guitarist Matt Sweeney,
former guitarist for Stint, David
Pajo, former bassist of A
Perfect Circle, Paz Lenchantin,
and former Smashing
Pumpkins drummer Jimmy
Chamberlin.
With such an all-star crew in
the band, it s no wonder Zwan
is probably the best thing the
alternative rock community
will see this year.
Lyric starts the album off
on a rocking note, easily set-
tling into mature anthems like
Settle Down and the radio-
friendly Honestly. Corgan
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Caddies prove they're "Bad to the Gnome"
Pawn Shop Caddies Bad to the Gnome
By Alex Lehning
Staff Reporter
Any adult will tell you that
punk music is nothing more
than a bunch of whiny kids
banging on guitars. Any teenag-
er who has suffered through a
bad relationship, the horrors of
high school or parents and
teachers and the trials of grow-
ing up will appreciate the hard
riffs and hard topics that most
punk music laments.
Maine s own Pawn Shop
Caddies are no different.
Hailing from Rumford,
Mountain Valley High School
pals singer/guitarist T.J. Swann,
drummer Justin Hammer,
bassist Tom LeClerc, along with
Arizona transplant Kyle
Demilner are proving
is not dead on their
Bad to the Gnome.
And they just happen to be
one of the best bands in the state.
Winners of the 2001
Reindeer Record s Rock Off,
the Caddies won $1,000 in a
competition that previously
hailed the likes of Jeremiah
Freed. Not to mention that the
band was picked alongside the
likes of the Dropkick Murphys,
6gig and Sugarcult to be fea-
tured on a compliation released
by the Rye Airfield skate park.
Missing Isabella, a track off
their latest EP, also appears in
the rolling credits of
Civilians, a snowboarding
video by Warrior Films, based
out of California.
pop-punk
latest EP
What is it that makes this
band popular from coast to
coast?
[Our] songs are about uni-
versal themes, such as relation-
ships, girls, life as a teenager,
said rhythm guitarist Demilner,
a second-year UMaine math
major.
Bad to the Gnome is a finely
crafted record that s over much
too fast. The first track, Rest of
Our Life is about a guy and a
girl that finally make it work
out. We have waited such a
very long time/Now it s time for
you and I to get it right/Thank
you for ditching that other loser
guy/Now together for the rest of
our life.
Taking Time is about the
trials and hardships of a rela-
tionship that is slipping away.
I ye been holding back for at
least six months/I ye given you
my time and you haven t smiled
at me once/Baby you can t tell
me that this isn t love/But what-
ever s gotten into your head can
you let it know I ye had
enough.
Weak in the Knees is a love
song, plain and simple. It s
about the girl we all wish we
had, the one we miss even when
we are together. My eyes light
up/My jaw drops to the
floor/Yeah, its been a
while Then my knees start to
get weak/But I can always count
on you to catch me.
Missing Isabella is filled
with swirling guitars, tight
drums and bass and an over-
whelming sense of loss. Me
and her mom talked about
finding her and bringing her
back home/But we both know
she can make it out there/She s
the prettiest girl we know.
Bad to the Gnome is an emo-
tionally driven record, full of
guitar hooks and clever riffs that
accent lyrics every teen can
identify with.
Demilner listed Green Day
and MXPX among the band s
infuences, as well as Elvis
Costello and Frank Sinatra
and the Caddies manage to
make the best of them. Swan is
responsible for most of the
lyrics, with individual band
members contributing the
music.
The band looks to be busy
this spring.
We re playing shows, look-
ing to do some touring,
Delminer said. He also said the
group would be in the studio
working on a new album for a
summer release.
We hope to get signed, do
some traveling, play with bigger
bands and to a bigger fan base.
Liner notes:
Zen and the art of
mix tapes
By Chris Gorman
For The Maine Campus
The mix tape. Perhaps its cre-
ation is one of the most difficult
arts to master, yet at one time or
another, we have all attempted to
make one. Of course, for those of
us who have actually embraced the
21st century, mix tapes are a thing
of the past, pushed aside by the
lesser art of CD burning. CD burn-
ing is convenient, but like many
technological advancements, it
comes at the price of sincerity and
soul.
There is something about a mix
tape, the way it fits nicely in your
jacket pocket, or in the glove com-
partment of your car a sort of
essence that other musical medi-
ums just can t touch. So consider
this my gift to you, aspiring mix-
tapers of Umaine. Follow these
instructions, and you too can
become a pro mix tape maker.
First, let s lay some ground rules:
A) Never, EVER use more than
one song by a certain artist. For
example, it is completely unaccept-
able to use Nirvanas Rape Me
and then immediately follow that
up with Nirvana s Aneurysm. It
doesn t matter how much of a
Nirvana fan you are. This is a mix
tape, not a Kurt Cobain tribute.
Don t do it. It just kills the flow.
B) Don t get bogged down by a
certain theme. Its totally accept-
able to have a sort of underlying
thematic current, but don t be bla-
tantly obvious. In other words,
don t have a lineup consisting of
Bauhaus, Joy Division, New
Order, etc. You might think it rep-
resents your sensitive side, but to
the rest of us, it just says that you
like to cry and masturbate a lot.
C) Smirking irony can work to
your advantage, but don t overdo
it. You can get away with a couple
of throw-away tracks. I recom-
mend cheesy, early-90 s dance
music. Just don t give off the
impression you actually like crap
like that. In order to use irony
effectively, you have to follow it up
with something insanely credible.
If you use Neil Diamond, you must
immediately follow it up with The
Sea and Cake or Elliot Smith, or
something of that nature.
D) Explore the genres. Every
genre has something great to offer.
Except dub. Don t pretend you like
dub. Nobody really likes dub.
So now that we have some
guidelines, its time to get to the
good stuff. As far as organizing a
mix tape goes, I find it best to start
of with an energetic track.
Something rocking, though not too
rocking. Bruce Springsteen usually
fits the bill. Go with Tunnel of
Love or Thunder Road, some-
thing bouncy to get the whole thing
rolling. From there, you want to
See LINER page 13
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Faculty toots their own horn
CAMPUS PHOTO • REBECCA PETERSON
Joshua Whitehouse on trumpet and drummer Stuart Marrs were just two members
of the musical group Cadenzato to perform in Minsky Recital Hall on Saturday
night. The performance was the first in ot the semester a sequence of faculty con-
certs to take place in Minsky.
REVUES from page 12
seems to tap into his spiritual
muse, as he prods his own con-
ceptions of faith and what life
means in songs like
Declarations Of Faith and
Ride a Black Swan.
El Sol is a bit too easy to
not like. While it offers a nice
look into the band members
vast potential as musicians,
Heartsong and Of a Broken
Heart are more the touching
caliber most Corgan fans are
used to.
Besides Come With Me,
the album ends on one of the
best musical notes in a long
time. Endless Summer
emotes the freedom few people
can capture in music and Baby
Let s Rock breaks into Zwan s
ability to seriously rock with-
out being angry.
While tracks like Desire
show us the musical prowess of
each member, Jesus, I/Mary
Star Of The Sea is the crown-
ing achievement of this album.
It rocks, it slows down and then
comes back to kick you in the
head it s perfect.
Zwan is made up of musi-
cians some people only dream
of. With such a strong album
having just come out, hopes
for a future album will keep
fans warm until the awaited
summer tour.
-Marshall No Diggity Dury
Sibuttly Alturekaidi
ormaltion
Sessions
Spring 2003 
Mondays 10 : too-11: 00 a.m.
Wednesdays 1:00-2:00 p.m.
February 3 through 26
202 Winslow Hall
Glad you're here — But can we send you away?!
Sponsored by:
Office of International Programs
100 Winslow Hall
Phone us: 581-2905
Visit us: Mon-Fri 8:30arn-4:00prn
Write to us: studyabroad@urnit.maine.edu
Check out our web site:
www.ume.maine.edu/—international/SA Homel.htm
AWAKENING from page 10
Bean said.
Technology has been a big
boost for Spiritual Awakenings.
Utilizing formats such as record-
able CDs, Bean has been able to
record, archive and distribute his
programs to a wider audience. He
is able to work out of a home stu-
dio and also maintains a Web site
to allow listeners to connect with
him and one another. His Yahoo!
Group Web site is home to more
that 4,000 members. He said this
new technology allows him to
present information to people
other than what most networks
would.
Bean s interest in Eastern reli-
gion and philosophy extends
beyond the microphone and into
the community. In the past few
years he has led a weekly book
discussion group at Borders book
store, led a meditation group in
Waterville and presented at the
Wilson Center at UMaine.
It s always very satisfying,
Bean said. I ye enjoyed the
opportunity to present ideas. The
end of each show feels pretty
good.
Interested listeners can reach
James Bean on FirstClass or tune in
to 91.9 FM WMEB on Friday
mornings from 9:30-10 a.m. The
show is also broadcast on the Web at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Spir
itual_Awakening/.
LINER from page 12
sort of alternate between indie/alt-
rock bands, singer-songwriter stuff,
some challenging electronica, and
a quirky/joke/nostalgia track or
two.
Some of the key songs to include
on a good mix tape are: The Pixies
Here Comes Your Man; The
Who s Baba 0 Reilly, Marvin
Gaye s Inner City Blues (Make Me
Wanna Holler), The Clash s Train
in Vain, MC5 s - Kick out the
Jams, Grandmaster Flash s - The
Message. These songs are basical-
ly timeless. Nobody can criticize
you for playing them.
However, you don t want to
rely solely on classics. Sometimes
you have to dig deeper into a
bands catalog to unearth a true mix
tape-worthy gem. So go ahead,
throw some curveballs. Find some-
thing off At The Drive-Ins first
release, or a previously unreleased
Sleater-Kinney B-side.
By now, your mix tape is proba-
bly drawing to a close. These last
few songs are by far the most
important. For your third-to-last
song, you want something speedy
and poppy. The B-52s, The
Ramones, The Go-Gos anything
like that is fantastic. I recommend
The Ramones The KKK Took
My Baby Away. On your next-to-
last track, its best to slow it down,
thus building the anticipation for a
mind-blowing closing track.
Leonard Cohen, Bob Dylan or Joni
Mitchell should do the trick.; how-
ever, this is really just gravy, build-
ing up to your epic closer.
The last track on your mix tape
says it all. It needs to be the culmi-
nation of musical endeavors every-
where, as if everyone who ever
picked up a guitar was only doing
so in order to further humanity a lit-
tle. It needs to be rocking, simple,
complex, quiet, harsh, loving and
touching all at once. Some people
like to go with the classic rock here
like Crosby, Stills and Nash s
(Suite) Judy Blue Eyes or Pink
Floyd s Comfortably Numb. If
you are looking for something a lit-
tle sappier, I suggest The Cures
Just Like Heaven. But, for the
well-rounded music fan, it gets no
better than Outkast s Liberation.
The piece works in
movements,and is probably the
best mix tape closing track I have
ever heard.
Well, there it is. Hopefully this
piece was helpful to any aspiring
mix tape artists out there. Making a
good mix tape is never easy, but if
you pull it off, you will undoubted-
ly receive a great many accolades.
JANUARY 31-FEBRUARY 6
My Big Fat Greek Wedding (PG)
12:20pm, 3:00pm, 5:10pm, 7:15pm, 9:20pm
Two Weeks Notice (PG-13)
12:25pm, 3:00pm, 5:00pm, 7:10pm, 9:15pm
Harry Potter: Chamber of Secrets (PG) DTS Digital Sound
12:15pm, 3:15pm, 6:20pm, 9:20pm
Maid in Manhattan (PG-13) Dolby Digital EX
12:20pm, 3:10pm, 5:15pm, 7:20pm, 9:25pm
A Guy Thing (PG-13)
12:15pm, 3:15pm, 7:20pm
The Ring (PG-13) DTS Digital Sound
5:15pm, 9:25pm
The Hot Chick (PG-13)
7:20pm, 9:25pm
The Wild Thornberrys (PG)
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leiliSloviS
PAUL
MR. ROSSE.ER6 ASKED US TO
TEACH 'IOU NOW TO USE A
COMPWER. MY NAME'S oeNnne
A CARTOON fROtYl U1-1
.0 2002 US Stes,; t,e
LEX
BY BILLY O'KEEFE WWW.MRBILLY.COM
WHAT THE 6EEZ,
WHAT'S MOOR MAK'?
IT'S F(1
IN
ny. LLC : calsblbuted by Mous LISA, Inc.
HI, ArnY! YOU LoOk GREAT THIS
EvENINGI. I GuE5S WE CAN
COUNT ON AS MUCg NOM THE"
fRETTIES-r GIRL ON CA/ANAS. .
A CARTOON FROM U1-1 STEIN
DIDN'T IT
COME WITH IN5TRUCT/0MS?
www.maususa.com
TOM. 15(11\-•
YOU CAN CALL.
ME THOM,
JAMES SOUND THE SAME!
wyvvv. rnaus usa .com
"Remember, Bob ... the only thing that separates
you from the animals ... is your pants."
I MEAN, VM VSUALLY A QUIET, KIND
OF SHY 6UY, BUT ToNiGi-IT I JUST
FELT. . . BECAUSE THE razsT PAY I
. . my HEART sloPPED... YOUR
RAPIENcE'S.am,I GOTTA Go NOW.
by phil flickinger (vvww.1-e-x.com)
Loot(, HE'S PoiNG IT!
SEE, I ToLP YOU I
CAN MAKE' MEN
VOMIT (411140U-r ANY
EFroRTI.
Mr. Cip go by Travis Dandro
CAPTAIN RIBMAN' in Bee
i......,.._THE BEER
COMMERCIALS
WITH VOLUPTUOUS
rwiNs?
Nuts
YOU CAN'T
DEPEND ON
JUST ONE HOTTIE
TO DEUVER BEER
IN A TIMELY
FASHION.
aq"R
COMICS
.COM
I THOUGHT
THE SPOTS
TAPPED INTO
MEN'S
ULTIMATE
SEXUAL
'ANTAS-Y/1
)NO. BEINGREJECTED
8", ONE
BABE SUCKS.
ks,...,,.. ZDOUBLE UP
ON THAT?
You WIN.
HERE'S
YouR
Pot-LAR.
by Sp engeimeyer & Davis
'YOU'RE
SAVING IT'S
NOT ABOUT SEX,
IT'S ABOUT
GETTING
WASTED?
YES.
SINCE YOU'RE
ALREADY
Nil, UP...
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Foolishly
imitative
6 Writer Stoker
10 "Auld Lang
14 Free-for-all
15 "The of the
Ancient Mariner"
16 "This Is Life"
17 Trojan War
story
18 Summer drinks
19 Speaking Asian
starling
20 Observatory
users
22 Playwright Hart
23 Withered
24 Attended
26 Sitter's creation
29 Cacophony
30 Conceited one
34 Long way off
36 High peak
38 Paycheck
recipient
39 Computer
communicator
41 Still
43 Book ID
44 Limit
46'Circle part
48 Algonquian
language
49 Pittsburgh pro
51 Eighth mo.
53 CIA forerunner
54 Outskirts
55 Teheran's place
57 Thailand, once
60 Bill changers?
65 Unattractive
fruit?
66 Bathe
67 Rest period
68 Showdown
time?
69 Fulda feeder
70 Tusk material
71 Diver Louganis
72 Lairs
73 Tightly
stretched
DOWN
1 Nice friends?
2 Animal hide
3 Pelvic bones
4 Scorches
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
141111
17
15111
18
16111
111
111
19
20
211111
22
23111 241251
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
34 35
36137
3811111
39 III40
41142
43
4911111
50111
liii44
54
lii
45
46147
48
53ll51152
551156
57 58 59 60 61 1111
1111
62 63 64
65111 66111 67
68111 69111 701111
Ill 72 73
© 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc
All rights reserved.
5 Avoided a
straight answer
6 Shamelessly
7 Commute
8 Set an arbitrary
punishment
9 Moral of the
story
10 Balanced
11 Cellist Ma
12 Sisters
13 Important times
21 Met highlight
25 Castle protector
26 "The Silence of
the "
27 In progress
28 San Diego
player
31 Opening bars
32 Monica of the
nets
33 Acacia and
baobab
35 Cashing in
37 Round legume
40 Pinochle display
42 Workout leaders
Solutions
01/29/03
3 SN 3 1 SN 3 CI 9 3 1:10
A 1:10A 1 H 3 CI 3 NOON
>iti 3 El 9 3 AV -I I 191-1
S I N 3 1A1 CI N 3 1A1 V LAI V 1 9
NVH I 3 00 3
SO 011 V HI 3 -1 3 3 I S
3 :}d 0 1:1 V El 3 CI El 0 9
3 1 1 1 1 1 3 A VN CI 0 tAl
LI 3 NHV 3 diV LiV. V
IS 1 1003 NIC1 d V 11
3 IAIVO 3 HRS
SSO1A1 SH 3 ZVOUVIS
VNAIAI S 3 CV atiiii
idnox w I id 3 El 3 1/1
3 N AS lAIVH 9 HS I cIV
45 Entertained
style
47 Milk part
50 Overhauled
52 Ploy
56 Effrontery
57 Warbled
in 58 Composer
Stravinsky
59 Medicinal plant
61 Tied
62 Kind of Dodge
63 Jolly old salts
64 Actress lone
Many
A0(15C
SAvC(01 kl()An
STOS.
Today's Horoscope
By Liz Jarell
For The Maine Campus
Aquarius
(1/20-2/18)
Don t let yourself feel dis-
couraged with the way things
are working out with that cer-
tain person. Things might look
a little rocky at the moment, but
stick with the situation and con-
tinue to make the efforts you are
making now. Everything will
pay_ off in the near future.
Lucky days: 4, 19, 31
Pisces
(2/19-3/20)
Had your eyes on that special
someone for a while now,
haven t you? Don t sit back
and wait for things to happen
be proactive and make the first
move. Rumor has it that is
exactly what the other person is
waiting for.
Lucky days: 7, 18, 26
Aries
(3/21-4/19)
It is only a week and a half
into the new semester and
already you find yourself slack-
ing off. Don t let your procras-
tination tendencies take over
quite yet. Set aside specific
frames of time for homework
and extracurricular activities.
With a little bit of time manage-
ment, you will be able to fit in
everything you want and need
to do.
Lucky days: 2, 21, 30
Taurus
(4/20-5/20)
Having doubts about a cer-
tain situation with your current
love interest? Don t let your-
self jump to conclusions quite
yet. Listen to what he or she has
to say first. Most likely it is a
complete misunderstanding.
Don t give up something that
has the potential to be really
good.
Lucky days: 10, 16, 25
Gemini
(5/21-6/20)
Things are going smoothly
with you and your special
someone, and you couldn t ask
for anything to be better. Be
careful not to fall into a routine.
Think of new and exciting date
ideas that will keep your rela-
tionship far from boring.
Lucky days: 1, 14, 29
Cancer
(6/21-7/23)
A close friend has come for-
ward and revealed his or her
feelings for you. The whole sit-
uation has caught you by sur-
prise, and you are unsure of
what to do. Give this person a
chance and see if things can go
to the next level.
Lucky days: 7, 20, 28
Leo
(7/24-8/22)
Your school, love and social
life are going along smoothly,
and you are quite happy with
your current situation. With
everything going so well, now
would be the time to reconnect
with an old friend who is reach-
ing out to you. Don t let go of
this old friendship.
• Lucky days: 5, 21, 30
Virgo
(8/23-9/22)
You have been getting to
know a certain someone for
some time now, and it appears
you two have the potential for
romance. Don t be afraid to ask
this person on a date because he
or she has mutual feelings.
Take things slowly and see
what can develop.
Lucky days: 3, 15, 24
Libra
(9/23-10/22)
Still riding the single train?
Don t let yourself get discour-
aged live it up now while you
have no responsibilities to any-
one. That right person you are
waiting for will come around
when you least expect it. Be
confident and watch the babes
flock toward you.
Lucky days- 1, 13, 29
Scorpio
(10/23-11/21)
Unfortunately things didn t
work out with that last person,
but keep your chin up.
Nothing that happened was
your fault at all, and you
couldn t have been a better
boy/girlfriend to that person.
Give yourself time, and you
will be over everything before
you know it.
Lucky days: .12, 19, 27
Sagittarius
(11/22-12/21)
You were overwhelmed by
stressful obligations a few
days ago, but things seem Ito
be coming together now. Now
that things are running
smoothly, allow yourself that
personal time you were so
anxious for. Treat yourself to
some major relaxation you
have earned it.
Lucky days: 6, 17, 25
Capricorn
(12/22-1/19)
Stressing over that rocky
situation with a friend? Don t
beat yourself up over it
everything was a misunder-
standing and should work out
fine once one of you makes
the effort to talk things out.
Put aside grievances and
approach the other person
things will be back to normal
in no time.
Lucky days: 8, 23, 31
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MEN S HOCKEY:
Goals: 
Colin Shields, Lucas Lawson,
Martin Kariya (13)
Chris Heisten (12)
Assists: 
Kariya (27)
Francis Nault (17)
Liscak (16)
Goaltending: 
Jim Howard (12-1-0, 1.52
goals against average, .947
save percentage)
Frank Doyle (8-1-4, 2.33 goals
against average, .914 save %)
WOMEN S
BASKETBALL:
Scoring (per game):
Heather Ernest 19.5
Melissa Heon 11.3
Julie Veilleux 8.8
Rebounding (per game):
Ernest 10.1
Veilleux 6.1
Monica Peterson 5.6
Assists•
Kim Corbitt
Heon
Missy Traversi
60
55
37
Field goal percentage; 
Ernest
Abby Schrader
Heon
.540
.476
.410
Free-throw percentage:
Heon .837
Veilleux .828
Ernest .819
Steals: 
Heon 36
Corbitt /7
Ernest 17
Schrader
Ernest
Nicole Jay
Blocks:
15
11
10
MEN S BASKETBALL
Scoring (per game) :
Rickey White 13.5
Kevin Reed 13.2
Justin Rowe 11.4
Rebounding (per game):
Rowe 10.2
White 5.4
Clayton Brown 5.3
Assists:
Eric Dobson 90
Reed 41
Derrick Jackson 36
Field goal percentage:
White .721
Rowe .608
Joe Campbell .538
Free-throw percentage 
Brown
White
Jackson
Dobson
Reed
Campbell
Rowe
Campbell
Dobson
.769
.758
.750
Steals: 
37
29
22
Blocks: 
61
10
7
WOMEN S HOCKEY:
Goals: 
Karen Droog (10)
Meagan Aarts (eight)
Jarin Sjogren (five)
Assists: 
Aarts (eight)
Naomi Smethurst, Andrea
Steranko (six)
Sjogren, Culver, Munro, Cindy
Biron, Raffi Wolf (four)
Goaltending; 
Lara Smart (2-8-3, 2.42 goals
against average, .919 save per-
centage)
Dawn Froats (4-2-1, 1.98 goals
against average, .904 save per-
centage)
MEN'S HOOPS from page 20
eight or nine good players who
play together.
UMaine opened the contest
with a 10-0 run to begin the game
spearheaded by back-to-back
three-pointers by guards Kevin
Reed and Derrick Jackson. Reed
ended with 14 points, leading four
Black Bears in double figures.
The Terriers early season
schedule reveals some impres-
sive teams from major Division
I conferences. Coach Dennis
Wolff s team lost in tight games
to Stanford University, George
Washington University, cross-
town rival Boston College, and
the current number team in all
of college basketball, Arizona.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
from page 20
Adrienne Norris led Boston
University with 13 points, most
coming from the free throw line
where she was 9-10. The
Terriers shot a season-low 19
percent from the floor, making
just 10 field goals in the entire
game. Boston University fell to
7-11 on the year, 4-3 in America
East play.
UMaine held a staggering
35-15 lead at halftime and post-
ed the 22-point win despite 22
Black Bear turnovers.
Sophomore forward Monica
Peterson scored eight points and
hauled down 10 rebounds for
the Black Bears, who haven t
lost since Dec. 28, a 75-74 loss
at the hands of Holy Cross.
Support
The College Fund.
Call I-800.332.UNCF.
A tOWantte.
nilinecampus
Classifieds 
MISCELLANEOUS
Legal Services for
undergraduate- free
consultation.Service of
Student Governme-nt.
Office hours M-W-TH.
Call 581-1789. 1st floor
of the Union.
Community Coffee-
House! Music, poetry,
conversation, open
mike, yummy free
snacks. Begins Friday,
February 7, 8:00-
11:00pm, Wilson
Center, A-Frame build-
ing at 67 College Ave.,
866-4227.
Celtic Pilgrimage to
England, Scotland &
Wales, May Term
2003. Only a few
spaces left---call 
today!!3 credit course,
PAX 495, explores spiri-
tuality, ecology and
peace. Call Peace Studies
for details, 581-2609.
Bothered by impen-
ding war? Get edcat-
ed on alternatives.
Peace talk, The
Danger of War.
Monday, Feb. 3rd, 4-
5:30, Bumps Room,
Memorial Union.
581-2609 for details.
Fraternities*Sororit
ies*Clubs*Student
Groups *Earn $1000-
$2000 this semester
with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising
event. Our programs
make fundraising easy
with no risks.
Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get
with the program! It
works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at
(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK-
Cancun, Acapulco,
Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Groups save up
to $120 per room. STS @
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
#1 Spring Break
Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida! Best Parties,
Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Space is Limited!!! I -
800-234-7007 or online
www.endiesssurnmertours.com
HELP WANTED
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
Maine Sea Kayak Guides
Customer Service Repr-
esentatives/Bike Shop
Employees wanted. We
will trainqualified
applicants to be ready
to take State Guide
licensing exam. Come
join our fun, hard
working team down-
town Bar Harbor! Call
207-288-9605 for more
information.
Bartender Trainees
needed. $250 a day
potential. Local posi-
tions. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 225
Advertise in
The Maine
Campus. Call
581-1273 between
8;30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. to place your
classified adver-
tisement.
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CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
University of Maine junior forward Heather Ernest goes up for a layup
against the University of Vermont Jan. 22. The Black Bears are enjoying an
eight-game win streak, their longest win streak under coach Sharon Versyp.
Make a
contribution to
life after death.
"I"HE AMERICAN HEART
ASSCIEIATION
MEMORIAL PRO/NAM
American
Heart
Association
Junior Heon sparks
contagious confidence
By Becky Sturtevant
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine women s bas-
ketball team gets by with a little help
from its friends each other.
The tight-knit group has won eight
straight games and boasts a 5-0 confer-
ence record (12-4 overall), making the
Black Bears the only undefeated team in
the America East conference. Part of the
success lies in UMaine s offensive bal-
ance. Rather than having a go-to player,
the Black Bears have been sharing the
offensive duties and relying on various
individuals for offensive production.
One such player is guard Melissa
Heon. The junior has stepped up and
become an offensive leader for coach
Sharon Versyp s team.
We need leaders and players stepping
up every game, being consistent, and I
wanted to be one of those players for my
team, Heon said. They can count on me
to show up for every game ready to go,
put my numbers up and fill my role on
this team.
In her first two seasons at UMaine,
Heon was noted as a defensive specialist.
While she still showcases her defensive
skills, she has quickly emerged as an
offensive threat.
At the end of each season, you sit
down with your coach and evaluate your
season, Heon said. After it was all said
and done, offense was going to be my
main focus all summer. Sophomore year,
I came off a summer of shooting, shoot-
ing and some more shooting. I worked on
my offensive game all summer.
The Somersworth, N.H. native is aver-
aging 11.3 points per game and 4.9
rebounds per game. She can also pass the
ball, averaging 3.44 assists per game, sec-
ond on the team only to sophomore Kim
Corbitt.
You have to find your role so you can
contribute on the team within that season,
and mine was defense [in my first two
years], Heon said.
In regards to this season, Heon feels
more confident about the team s progress,
grilL'Irl'1110100 461: 113 41011)11?
130I113,1114 LTV till 
MAINE rilrAr.171349()
25 N-I . Main St.
BREWER
SOago
—Q-4-a415w
ALL PIERCINGS
$8
Get a tattoo,
Get a free piercing!
as well as her own.
I have a different confidence to me
this year than the past two years, Heon
said. That has been carrying me through
this season and I don t foresee it going
away.
Aside from the eight-game win streak,
the Black Bears have other notable
accomplishments. They handed the
University of Vermont their worst loss of
the season (64-38) while holding the
Catamounts to 32.7 percent shooting.
Vermont had been ranked first in the
league in field goal percentage entering
last Wednesday s matchup.
The Catamounts are not the only team
atop the America East Standings. The
Black Bears hold first place in the confer-
"They can count on me
to show up for every
game ready to go, put
my numbers up and fill
my role on this team."
ence, and are ranked first in field goal
percentage defense, allowing opponents
only 35.7 percent shooting from the field.
UMaine also leads the league in
rebounding margin, with a +7.9 rebound-
ing margin over opponents. The rebound-
ing has in turn created offense and has
limited opponents to fewer shots.
The next matchup for the UMaine will
come Feb. 1 against the University of
Hartford, and tip-off is slated for noon at
Alfond Arena.
If the Black Bears defeat Hartford,
they will reach ten consecutive wins and
tie the record set by the 1999-2000 Black
Bears, coached by Joanne Palombo-
McCallie. That season, UMaine earned a
berth in the NCAA tournament, and this
year s Black Bears hope to repeat that
feat.
There is no doubt we will win, Heon
said. There is a perfect amount of confi-
dence that radiates off of us, and we are
starting to get that.
• 
•
• 
•
College of Education and
M111118111 Development
Applications for Fall
Semester Student
Teaching/Internships are
now available at the
Student Teaching Office,
130 Shibles Hall.
Application deadline is February 28 for
students ready to begin an internship in the
Fall 2003 Semester.
For further
information, call
Maxine Harrow
at 581-2456
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
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Women's hockey hoping to shake struggles
By Matt Hritz
For The Maine Campus
After starting the new year with a 3-0-2
record, the University of Maine women s
hockey team has suffered three consecutive
losses, the last two coming against Niagara
University 4-2 and 4-3 last weekend. One of
the reasons for the recent lack of success is
a lack of confidence, according to head
coach Rick Filighera.
It s a confidence thing with us,
Filighera said. The longer the game stays
0-0 or tied, the harder it is for us because we
lack confidence. After we get scored on, we
need that next line or two to go after the
other team. We ye got to start being a little
smarter out there.
Next on the Black Bears plate is Cornell
University (1-13-1), which has had prob-
lems of its own. This season, opponents
have outscored Cornell 69-12 in 15 games.
At this point I believe we should not
take any team lightly, senior forward Raffi
Wolf said. Looking at someone s record
does not provide us with a forecast of how
the team will show up. Cornell will not trav-
el all the way to Maine to lose two hockey
games. They will be motivated to play us,
and we need to be ready for the challenge.
Offensively, the Big Red are led by
freshman forward Jen Munhofen, who has
two goals and four assists. The goaltending
has been a sore spot for Cornell. The save
percentage for all three goalies combined is
.872. Goaltending duties are split mainly
between seniors Liz Connelly and Sanya
Sandahl.
They are probably good [goaltenders1,
but they lack real confidence, Filighera
CAMPUS PHOTO • JON WHIT 
Black Bears junior forward Meagan Aarts travels up the wing past a Niagara University player in UMaine's 4-2
loss Saturday, Jan. 25. The Bears host two games against Cornell University Friday and Saturday at Alfond Arena.
said. So what you want to do is throw
pucks to the net and hopefully create some
more chances.
UMaine has 10 games remaining this
season and hopes to turn things around in
time to make the Hockey East playoffs.
Only the top four teams make the playoffs.
The Black
place.
We still have 10 games left, and we
will able to pull it together, Wolf said.
The effort of every player is there, and
once we start putting the puck in the net,
everything could be possible. We will
Bears are currently in fifth finish the season strong as long as we
don t take any of the upcoming oppo-
nents lightly.
The Black Bears look to break their
three-game losing streak when they play
Cornell this Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m.
at Alfond Arena.
Do you want a say?
Help Student entertainment
plan and organize concerts
and other events!
The Student Entertainment Committee
will meet every Monday at 2pm
1st Floor Union in the old Bookstore
10.
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Moore, Howard relish break at World Juniors
By Jeff Man nix
Staff Reporter
University of Maine men s
hockey freshmen Jimmy
Howard and Greg Moore had a
unique opportunity over winter
break this year. Both players
were selected to play for Team
USA at the World Junior Hockey
Championships in Halifax and
Sydney, Nova Scotia from Dec.
26-Jan. 5.
It was truly a learning expe-
rience, Howard said. I only
played in two games altogether,
but that stuff happens.
Howard was the starting
goalie in the opening game of
the tournament in -Sydney
against Russia, who eventually
won the tournament. Howard
surrendered four goals to the
Russians by the 10-minute mark
of the second period and was
pulled by USA coach Lou Vairo
for Bobby Goepfert, a freshman
at Providence.
Team USA lost that game 5-
1, and Goepfert started every
game thereafter, until the bronze
medal game in Halifax against
Finland. Howard played the
first period and surrendered two
goals before giving way to
Goepfert to start the second.
USA lost that game 3-2.
They made the right deci-
sion, Howard said of Vairo s
choice to play Goepfert over
him. In a short tournament, you
go with the guy who wins
games.
In the Russia game, Howard
gave up three of the four goals to
17-year-old Alexander
Ovechkin. Ovechlcin is already
being touted as the top draft pick
in the 2004 NHL entry draft,
when he is old enough to
become eligible at age 19.
Howard says Ovechlcin was
the real deal.
He has the best shot I ye
ever faced. He one-timed one
out of the air on me, the next
time he picked the corner over
my shoulder. He has one of the
best shots in the world.
Certainly better than anything
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University of Maine first-year goaltender Jimmy Howard makes a save against University of Massachusetts-Lowell forward
Bobby Robins in the Black Bears' 3-2 win Friday at Alfond Arena. Howard and UMaine teammate Greg Moore spent part of
their winter break traveling to Canada to compete in the World Junior Championships as members of Team USA.
I ye seen in college.
Some goaltenders who had
played as well as Howard before
the tournament might have got-
ten down about bad play.
Howard, though, used his strug-
gles at the World Juniors as moti-
vation to play better once he got
back to UMaine.
We always talk about mental
toughness, Howard said. I
wanted to show that I was men-
tally tough. I was excited to get
back here and see the guys [and]
the coaches and get to play in a
game. I left [the experience] in
Halifax, I wasn t going to bring
it back here. We ve got the sec-
ond half of the season in front of
us and I don t want to screw it up
for us, I want to go as far as we
can.
[The tournament] experience
helped him, UMaine coach Tim
Whitehead said. It s helped him
focus on what he needs to do to
get better. He loves it here and
we re glad to have him. He just
wants to play hockey and we re
going to give him that opportuni-
ty. He s picked up right where he
left off. He s consistent in prepa-
ration, practices and games. We
have tremendous confidence in
him.
Greg Moore also had his
struggles at World Juniors, but
thinks he also came away better
for it.
It wasn t easy to get going up
there, Moore said. He had only
one assist for the entire tourna-
ment, in an 8-2 win over Belarus
in the preliminary round. He did
play in all seven games for Team
USA.
It was a good experience. It
was nice to see everyone again,
Moore said. Both Howard and
Moore played with most of the
players from the World Junior
team in the U.S. National Team
Development Program, a two-
year intensive hockey training
program in Ann Arbor, Mich.
The level of coaching [at
USNDP] is outstanding,
Moore said. Hockey is your
focus. You re on the ice twice a
day. You really become close to
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at Alfond Arena Nov. 22 on a Martin
Kariya goal. These games are important
because the two teams are part of a three-
way tie atop Hockey Fast with Boston
College going into the weekend.
UMaine has one game-in-hand on UNH
and two games-in-hand on BC.
UNH is coming off of a weekend split
with Boston University. The Wildcats
lost at BU 5-2 on Thursday but picked up
a 3-0 win at the Whittemore Center in
Durham on Saturday. Junior goalie Mike
Ayers made 38 saves in the shutout.
Ayers is a major key to UNH s suc-
cess. He is 16-5-3 in 24 games played,
with a 1.99 goals against average and a
.932 save percentage.
Up front, UNH is loaded. Senior
Lanny Gare has surprisingly been the
leader this year. He is second in Hockey
East in scoring with 14 goals and 23
assists for 37 points. The only man
ahead of him is UMaine s Kariya (13-27-
40). UNH also has senior Colin
Hemingway (13-16-29), breakout sopho-
more Prestin Callender (9-12-21) and the
2002 Hockey Fast Rookie of the Year
Sean Collins (13-5-18).
They have a great stable of forwards,
so well need to be sharp, Whitehead
said. They have a lot of weapons. But
we ye seen them and played them tough
each time. They play us tough as well. It
should be a typical Maine/UNH week-
end where each game goes down to the
wire.
The defense, already one of the best
in Hockey East, got a major boost at
the end of December when senior
Garrett Stafford re-entered the lineup.
Stafford missed the entire first half of
the season because academic problems
rendered him ineligible for the entire
fall semester. He has played eight
games and has five assists.
One interesting decision for Whitehead
will be which goalie he goes with.
Jimmy [Howard] had the better of
the last two weekends, but I m very con-
fident that Frank [Doyle] will play well
in his next game, Whitehead said.
When you get down to the end of the
season, you need to do what it takes to
put yourself in position to win games,
and that changes from week to week. We
may do one thing one weekend and do
the complete opposite the next. We don t
want to get too far ahead of ourselves.
We are going to focus on the first game
and try to steal some points on the road.
Howard has won his last two games,
stopping 35 and 34 shots, respectively.
Doyle has been in net for the two recent
ties. He stopped 20 shots in a 5-5 tie at
Merrimack and 30 last Saturday against
UMass-Lowell in the 4-4 draw.
your teammates.
Howard played with two
players from the program on his
line at World Juniors, with Brian
McConnell of °Boston
University and Gino Guyer of
Minnesota. Minnesota s Barry
Tallackson was also shifted in
on that line.
Moore has had one multiple-
goal game since the tournament,
a two-goal showing at
Merrimack Jan. 17.
Greg is a great prospect,
Whitehead said. He s been a
strong power forward for us
from day one. We think he will
be major player for us for years
to come. World Juniors was a
great experience for him.
COLUMN from
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9-inch, white guy with bum knees who is built
like the 73-year-old man who feeds ducks at the
local pond. OK, maybe Steve Kerr is the excep-
tion, but there are still 28 other teams that could
use me.
Now s my chance. I trained hard all year.
OK, I didn t, but I watched a lot of games. All
right, I didn t do that either, but I did catch some
NBA action while flipping between The
Osbournes and Joe Millionaire (could you
believe that last episode?).
Wait ... hold on ... the conunisioner is com-
ing up to the podium. This could be my big
chance.
The commissioner: And, with the second
pick in the 2004 NBA Draft. The (insert awful
team here) select . . . Prakash Heptulla, for-
ward, from Kerala, India.
Well, whatever. With my upside, baby,
there s always next year.
Sports
NBA draft
standards
declining
By Jim Doughty
For The Maine Campus
Scene: Huddled in front of
my living room TV, watching
the 2004 National Basketball
Association draft.
The NBA commissioner:
With the first pick in the 2004
NBA draft, the (insert terrible
NBA team here) select Tommy
Wilson, guard, from Middlebury
Junior High School.
TV announcer: You -know
why I like this pick. Upside. The
kid has tremendous upside.
Another announcer: He
dominated the other seventh-
graders he faced last season and
hasn t even hit his growth spurt
yet.
First announcer: What a
great pick! He s got all the
intangibles, plus he can read at a
ninth-grade level, so you know
he s got the brains.
Why are you getting this
inside glimpse of the 2004 NBA
draft? Well, because any
moment now, my name will be
called.
After seeing the 2003 draft, I
figured it was finally time to
declare myself eligible. I dis-
cussed the possibility with fam-
ily, friends, mailmen, small chil-
dren, trash barrels, street signs
and other inanimate objects and
decided to officially enter my
name in the 2004 NBA draft.
Anyone who witnessed the
2003 draft knows anything is
possible. Lebron My mom
gave me a Hummer (By that I
mean the SUV) James went No.
1 overall, right out of high
school. A record 37 foreign
players were drafted. Sixteen of
them passed customs and played
during the season. An old guy
with a prosthetic leg and a lisp
went 43rd overall. The Celtics,
searching to find someone to
replace Vin Baker s productivi-
ty, drafted a coat hanger and a
box of hair on consecutive
picks.
That s why this year s draft is
my chance. I got upside. I got
upside coming out my ear. My
next-door neighbor got drafted
last year. Once she got off
maternity leave, she dropped 14
points per game for the Suns. I
used to beat her one-on-one in
the driveway all the time (before
she was pregnant, wise guy). Oh
yeah, I got upside.
Looking at the teams in the
league, I did not see one 5-foot-
see COLUMN page 19
Women's hockey team
hosts Cornell University
for two games at Alfond
Arena this weekend.
Win streak to
9 for UMaine
women's hoops
By Eric Russell
Sports Editor
The University of Maine women s basketball
team increased its winning streak to nine games
with a 59-37 win over Boston University at Case
Gymnasium in Boston Wednesday night.
The Black Bears improved to 13-4 on the sea-
son and a perfect 6-0 in America East Conference
play. The current streak is the longest in coach
Sharon Versyp s tenure as UMaine coach.
Junior forward Heather Ernest led the Black
Bears with 20 points and 12 rebounds. She con-
nected on 9-15 shots from the field and played
only 26 minutes.
UMaine played most of the game without jun-
ior guard Melissa Heon, the team s second leading
scorer behind Ernest, but plenty other Black Bears
were there to pick up the slack. Junior forward
Julie Veilleux chipped in 12 points and sophomore
guard Kim Corbitt dished out a season-high nine
assists.
see WOMEN'S BASKETBALL page '16
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BU second half surge
sinks men's basketball
By Lucas Peterson
Staff Reporter
The Boston University Terriers entered
Wednesday night s contest last in the
America East Conference in three-point
field goal percentage. The visitor s cold
shooting lasted only through the first half
as the Terriers (12-7, 7-1 America East)
turned an eight-point halftime deficit into a
63-53 win over the University of Maine
(8-12, 3-5) men s basketball team.
It certainly was a tale of two halves,
BU coach Dennis Wolff said after his
team scored just 19 points in the first
frame. I didn t think we were capable of
playing as bad as we played, from an
offensive standpoint, in the first half.
The second half was a different story.
The defending America East champions
spread the floor and began the second half
knocking down six of their first seven shots
from beyond the arc. The Terriers lethal
shooting turned an eight-point lead into a
39-31 advantage with 14:40 left in the game.
They shot the ball really well,
UMaine coach John Giannini said, allud-
ing to the early success BU had to start the
second half. They re certainly a good
team. Ask Florida State and Arizona if
they re a good team.
The Black Bears cut the gap to just one
point two times the rest of the way, but
never regained the lead. With just over eight
minutes to play, guard Eric Dobson s wild
runner off the glass slimmed the margin to
47-46 and led to a BU timeout. Dobson fin-
ished with 12 points and six assists.
We don t execute real well in crunch
time, Giannini said. Offensively, we
have a lot of one-on-one play and we just
break down defensively at the wrong time.
Giannini pointed to a Paul Seymour
three-pointer with three minutes to go as
the deciding play. BU gained possession
after Maine picked up a ten-second viola-
tion and Seymour promptly drained his
fourth three-pointer. The senior led a bal-
anced scoring attack with 14 points.
If you look at the statistical deal
throughout the league, Wolff said, we
don t have the leading scorers, we ye got
see MEN'S BASKETBALL page 16
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University of Maine freshman Gref Moore (15) is hauled down by a University of Massachusetts-Lowell player in the Black
Bears' 3-2 win Friday, Jan. 24. UMaine travels to New Hampshire this weekend for a showdown with the Wildcats.
Black Bears, Wildcats wage hockey battle in N.H.
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Reporter
If you would like to see a men s
hockey game between the
University of Maine and the
University of New Hampshire
mean something, you 11 be in heav-
en this weekend. The Black Bears
go on the road this weekend to play
two games in the Granite State
one in Manchester, one in Durham
against the Wildcats and first
place in Hockey East on the line.
UMaine will go into the week-
end ranked No. 1 in the U.S.
College Hockey Online Poll, but
No. 2 in the USA Today/American
Hockey Magazine Poll, sliding one
spot after a win and a tie against the
University of Massachusetts-
Lowell last weekend. The team s
record is 20-2-4, 10-1-3 in Hockey
East. UNH is ranked fifth in both
polls, with a 17-5-3 overall record
and an 11-3-1 Hockey East mark.
UMaine coach Tim Whitehead
feels Saturday nights first game at
the Verizon Wireless Arena in
Manchester will be an exciting
environment.
It can t hurt us, Whitehead
said. We were really ready to go
for our game in Portland, I m sure
they will be for this one. Its excit-
ing to play in a different arena, and
it will be a lot of fun.
The building seats 10,500 fans
and the game is sold out.
If you don t have a ticket
though, you re not out of luck.
Saturdays game will be broadcast
by WABI-TV in Bangor, and
Sundays game will be on Fox
Sports Net New England as the
Hockey East Game of the Week.
I think its great, because it is
rare for [Maine] road games to be
on TV, Whitehead said. Its great
too because UNH/Maine games
are always sold out, no matter
what rink its played at. Its a great
opportunity to create more enthu-
siasm over the rivalry.
The Black Bears have won the
only confrontation between the
two teams so far this season.
UMaine took a 2-1 overtime win
seee MEN'S HOCKEY page 19
